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_'_ _ _ .............. CHAPTER I. INTRODUCTION .......

The report of the Rtcronesian Political Status Delegation is a

/'_ further chapter in the continuing investigation of the eventual status

." of the current Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands. It is not the

i [_ Congress of Micronesla"s first consideration of this subject and it is

_I not - as the contents of this report will make clear - the last. The

following report attempts to define how far we have come in our current

l! investigations, where we are now, and what future prospects are.
i,

' The Micronesian Political Status Delegatlon was created under Public

L_I Law No. 3C-15, approved August 29, 1969. The Congress of Micronesla

authorized the Delegation to

_ "actively seek, support, and press for an early resolution

i and determination of the future political status of Micronesia"

i_!. and to

! "take part in preliminary discussions regarding the relationsi

_ J I which shall in the future prevail between Micronesia and the
_ United States and the specific provisions of law and other

measures which shall serve to formalize these relations."
j L

i In carrying out these tasks, the Delegatlonwas directed to adhere "to

_ i_ the desires and policies of the Congress of Micronesia, as expressed by

!i .... resolutions or otherwise."

i_ [:_i(=_ In Senate Joint Resolution No. 63, the Delegation's mission was

,! further defined. It was directed "to identify the major political, legal,

i and administrative questions _ich will have to be decided in the event

I

! f-,-; that Micronesla chooses to enter into free asgoclatlon with the United

:_ States, and likewise those which will have to be decided if Micronesia

_._
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• chooses to become an independent state, together with information which

U
ii will facilitate decisions on all these questions." Free Association and

_!,_ Independence were the two alternatives recommended to the Congress by Its 0
..J

._ Future Political Status Commission in July, 1969.

ii 0
:_ Preliminary Talks in Washingto n

__i !_/
._.?,_ The Delegation's first step in its effort to fulfill the C_ngress'

.!/jj_ mandate was its acceptance of an invitation from Secretary of the Interior

Walter J. Hickel to meet with members of his staff and other officials J

4

. in Washington and discuss the Trust Territory's political future. To _

j provide a reasonable basis for discussions, the Delegation prepared a U

' 0•.._, llst of eleven topics for presentation to the United States in Washington.

_ These were:

':i I) That the people of Micronesia _ill draft and adopt their own
! constitution;

2) That the Micronesians will be assured that there will be no 0
confiscation of their land and no military bases will be [J

established in the islands without full consultation and consent

of the Government of Micronesia and fair compensation; that [°_

j land currently held, controlled or possessed by the United W
States under lease or other arrangements will be renegotfated;

0; , 3) That the United States, subject to certain exemptions,

':;] limitations, and conditions, will conduct Micronesia_s

p_ternal affairs and provide protection from outside

' 0aggression and consult with Micronesla before entering
.J . into international obligations with respect to Micronesia;

4) That Micronesia will agree not to allow any other country to
enter into Micronesfa for military purposes; U

.. 5) That the United States will agree to an early settlement of

_,::J Micronesia's postwar damage claims; {_

J 6) That the United States will remove all barriers to the free

.j movement of Microneslans into the United States; 0
U
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-- _" _ " to the free movement of goods from Micronesla into the United
i States ;

il 8) That the United States will seek full consultation with the

Government of Microne_la in matter_ of shipping, civil aviation
! [-_ and co_aunlcatlon;

;i 9) That Micronesian_ will have access to the United States Ninth

! [_ CircuitCourt end the ffnlted[:taresSupremeCourt;

! _" I0) That Micronesia _ill cor?,tinueto have access to banking
.I

_! facilities in the United State.sp to the use _f United S_ates

[_ currency and postal services; and

_" II) That the United States _ill guarantee financial aid to Micronesia.1

["_ Your Delegation arrived In Washlng_.on at the end of September and,

.,, for approximately thr...eweeks, conducted preliminary talks on these

{_ eleven topics wlth a United States Delegation composed of representatives

i [_ from the Departments of the Interior, State and Defense, and observers

._( from the Senate and House Comm/ttees on Interior and Insular Affair.:°

[i_ The Honorable Harrison Loesch, Assist_._ Secretary of the Department. of

the Interior, served as Chairman of the Ui_Ited States Delegation during

the Washington talks (and later during the Saipan talks).

; .l._ No conclusions were reached during these preliminary discussio,-_s

! in Washington. On the eleven topics presented, the United States Delega-

:! (i! tion generally agreed in principle with your Delegatlon'_ b.s__c position,

with the out, tending exception of the queGtion of land control in Micro-

_.i nesla. Your Delegation insisted that the people of Micronesla should

have unqualified control of land in M/cronesla and that any United States

use of land for military purposes should be subject to negotiation

: [_ between the Gove_ents of Micronesia and the United States, while the
{

i .

.)
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_ , _ United States Delegation presented a formula for the acquisition of land

which gave the President of the United States the ultimate power to
acquire land in Micronesla. The two Belegations also failed to reach

agreement on another important point - whether any association between

-_:,_ Micronesla and the United States will be permanent or in the form of a

ii revocable compact.
I

i!_=,_ Executlve Meetln_s

::i_ii The next exchange between United States representatives and your

; Congress of Micronesia on Saipan. At that time, your Delegation was
1 informally presented a draft bill by Assistant Secretary of the Interior,

i

i_ Harrison Loesch. The draft bill, which would have made Micronesia an

unincorporated territory of the United States, like Guam or the Virgin

Islands, was found to be almost totally objectionable. Your Delegation
,i

l-i maintains that such a bill is in manifest conflict with the intent of
_ the Trusteeship Agreement, with the direction pointed by the Congress of

I Microneslain its mandate to your Delegation, and with the basic _1

1
t

iili premises upon which the Delegation had opened discussions in Washington.

Your Delegation indicated its total opposition to any United States

i act which would provide for the internal government of Micronesia. Your

Delegation maintained that the internal government of Micronesla - its

design, its administration, and its control - should be reserved solely

to the people of Mlcronesla.

•, 0
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:::,_,__J _'_ "_ Consultatlon with the 1970 UnitedNations Visltin_ Mission .....

i,i On March 18, your Delegation met with the 1970 United NationsVisiting Mission on Saipan. Mission members inquired about the Washington

i

[_: talks of the previous October. Your Delegation reviewed the areas that

had been discussed but, because of the very preliminary nature of the

..-_.__ sessions, did not attempt to assess areas of agreement or disagreement.

x}_ The role of the United Nations in terminating the Trusteeship Agreement

and the processes and procedures involved in such a termination were also

=i__ [_j_ discussed.

i At the invitation of your Delegation, discussions with United States

"i [_ representatives were resumed on Saipan from May 4 to May 8, 1970. In

these discussions, the United States was represented by an official

delegation of the Executive Branch of the United States Government. Its

J

i members were Assistant Secretary Harrison Loesch, Chairman_ and Mr Thomas
J

Whittington, from the Department of the Interior; Messrs. Claus Ruser,

" i :. Sam Peale and U.S. Ambassador to the Trusteeship Council S. Harry Wright,

_i from the State Department; and Commander AI Kuhn and Lieutenant Colonel

"'1 ;"

! I Thomas Stockton from the Defense Department. In these sessions, the

__i"_! United States Delegation was not accompanied by any representatives from"i \

'j the United States Congress or its committees, as had been the case during

'I

.! The May talks on Saipan were surely as thorough and detailed an

1 _ exchange of viewpoints as has ever occurred between authorized Microneslan

Li
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] and United States representatives.

! The balance of this report, which is derived mai_ly from the May

i talks, describes the Microne_ian presentation of, and the United States

response to, the specific political alternatives the Congress requested

!_,_ its Delegation to investigate: Free Association and Independence.
These are described in Chapters Two and Three respectively. Then, in

t

0! Chapter Four, the United States proposal for a Commonwealth-type

i ', political status is presented along with your Delegation's anaiysi_ of

i the United States proposal. Chapter Five offers some further conclusions

about the negotiations and presents some specific matters for considera-

tion by the Congress of Micronesla.

i The Appendix to this report contains a discussion of procedural

matters relating to termination of the Trusteeship Agreement, the opening

statements of both delegations, and the draft United States proposal.

Summary of the Current Situation ,_

Your Delegation's discussions with the United States representatives

are presented at some length in the body of this report, but the outcome

can be briefly summarized as follows:

on Free Association: (Microneslan proposal) - the United

States Delegation was unwilling or unable to support a proposal [_

in line with your Delegation'_ concept of Free Association.

on Independence: (Micronesian proposal) - the United States

Delegation was unwilling or unable to sponsor termination of

the Trusteeship Agreement on the basis of Independence for

DI

6
I
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"_ _ _- _. _ Micronesla at this time, stating that the United States does

_ not believe that Independence will be a realistleelly appropriate

_ status for some time to come.

I_,_ on Commonwealth: (United States proposal) - Your Delegation

maintained that the United States offer of what it called

__ Commonwealth status fell well below the mlnlmumstandards of

.:_ _ self-government acceptable to the Congress of Micronesla, the

.@_ people of Micronesla, and the United Nations.

,$_i_[_'- From the above statuary, and from the introductory account of

negotiations, it should be clear that the difference between current

i United States and Mlcroneslan positions is profound. From the beginningD

i_ it has been clear that the United States and Microneslan Delegations

.! have vetT different notions of what would constitute true self-government
4

[i_ in Micronesla and whatwould be a soun@ future partnership between

Micronesia and the United States.

_[! The United States position, which is reflected in its rejection of

'_ [:3 Free Association and Independence and in its counterproposal oZ'what it
!_ calls Commonwealth status, is that association betwe_:n Micronesla and the

I}_ United States must be permanent, and that any Microneslan _overnment must

i yield in certain crucial fins/ respects to the United States. Your
I

{.'! Delegation's position is that any Microneslan government which permanently

ceded to the United States ultimate power over its 'lands and its lsws,

. could not be considered an authentic self-government; and any association

,--_ that foreclosed future changes in status would not be free.

i -
-I

i
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_:!! ,, _,_ Because of the 6'astc disagreement over what constitutes true , ,

_!i!I self-government.. In _cronesia, and because of the United States'Insistence that any new relationship be permanent and Irrevocable, your

_"_ Delegation must report that It was unable to obtain a "resolution or

3

..,_ determination of the future poIitlcal status of Micronesia."

•! Your Delegation believes that, despite the differences described i

j] ""

"..!'i in this report, there is some advantage in continuing negotiations with..i}

•:.i! the United States. In addition to further dialogue with representatives

:i of the executive branch of the United States Govermment, there Is the

possibility of discussions with members of the United States Congressf

.,_ who, although not represented in the May talks_ must eventually endorse

ii any change in Micronesia's political status. In any case, your Delega-
'1

i tlon believes that the Congress of Micronesia ought to consider each of

!_ the political alternatives on its merits, decide which to endorse, and .

i take steps0 or authorize a delegation of members to take steps, leading

i to its achievement. In short, there are now three alternative arrange- UI

i ments before the Congress and, in order to proceed any further towards
,
1

a resolution of the status question, the Congress must indicate what its _._

1

I Your Delegation feels that both the United States and Micronesia

' have been probed and tested during the recent negotiations and that the"i

difference between their positions could not have pleased either side.

i The following pages document the positions of both sides, as they have

_' not been previously documented. They show the gap between the two positions,

and they indicate what distance is left to be traveled before Micronesia's

' political status is resolved.

D
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I,, CHAPTER II FREE ASSOCIATION WITH _ UNITED STATES

: il Since Free Assoclationwith the United States is a relationship

involving two parties, it is cruclal that both United States representa-

,,._ tires and Micronesian representatives understand and agree upon the

_! meaning of this concept. Discusslons with United Statesrepresentatlves
so far have revealed a substantial disagreement about whatFree Assocla-

!_}I tion is, as well as whether the relationship is desirable or from the

li point of view of the United States, acceptable.

: Your Delegation's concept of Free Association derives from the"i

• !:_ following definition, which is taken from Resolution 1541 of the 15th.{

j General Assembly of the United Natio_s:

.,_ "(a) Free association should be the result of a free and voluntary

, choice by the peoples of the territory concerned expressed by

j ( informed and democratic processes. It should be om: whichrespects the individuality and the cultural characteristics of

_ the territory and its peoples_ and retains for the peoples of

the territory, which is associated with an Independent State,
i the freedom to modify its status t]*rough the expression of

i their will by democratic means through constitutional processes.

! "(b) The associated territory should have the right to determine

•i i its internal constitution without outside interference, in

,:_ ::_ accordance with due constitutionalprocesses and the freely

consultations as appropriate or necessa_, under the terms

"i of the free association agreed upon."

i !" The concept of Free Association, as defined by the United Nations

resolutlon_ as mentioned in the Status Commission's Statement of Intent

I-_ and subsequent Report last year, and as understood and endorsed by the

present Delegation, has several essential features. The first is that

i:..! the relationship is free and voluntary. It is freely and voluntarily

:i_
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"_ entered into by the peoples of the territory, and either side is free to ........

_ :i terminate It at any time. Another essential feature is that the people

,.,i;i of the free associated state have full and unqualified powers in their

":."_ r]
internal affairs, includlng the right to amend their constitution, j

)!_I._ without even a theoretical power of intervention on the part of the
._:_ former administering authority. Another is that the former administering

ii_ authority retains only its powers and responsibilities in relation to

_!_ the free associated state which are spelled out in the agreement, or
•)! _.

:i!i compact, between the two parties. Finally, the free associated state ]

:"'_ relationship is arrived at through negotiation and is in the form of a

]• !

compact between the two parties, with the rights and obiigations of each

1

• i party clearly defined in the compact. [];,_

_I The primary purpose of Free Association is to enable the people of

!i!_ the free associated state to advance from a colonial status t,, a new and _.j
k!

ii free status which satisfies their basic aspirations to rule themselves ..

1
' and protects their Individuality and cultural characteristics, while _

J

._ recognizing the practlcal conslderatlons which must apply to a territory
of small population and limited resources. The greatest advantage in

i this arrangement is that it in no way hinders a further move either to [_.

closer association with the former administering authority, to association

1

or federation with neighboring states or territories, or to sovereign

'-_ t
independence.

Since your Delegation recognized that it was of the utmost importance

I that both sides understand what was meant by Free Association, it

10 u
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_I prepared a statement which presented the essential nature of Freei

Association in terms of four basic principles and legal rights. These

: _ four propositions, which were incorporated in an opening statement at
the May talks, are:

_ "(a) That sovereignty in Micronesia resides in the people of
Micronesia and their duly constituted goverm_ent;

: _ "(b) That the people of Micronesia possess the right of self-

l i determination and may therefore choose indepe_dence or

._ self-government in free association with any nation or

_._F'II organization of natlons;

,_ "(c) That the people of _icronesia have the right to adopt

their own constitution and to amend, change or revoke any
i i constitution or governmental plan at any time; and

"(d) That free association should be in the form of a revocable

'_ I compact, terminable unilaterally by either party."

i i. Your Delegation recognizes that any agreement between the United

i ]. States and Micronesla would reflect more than principles and legal rights;
L

i it would be affected by numerous social, political and economic factors.
.!

'_ : But your Delegation insisted that, whatever accommodations and compromises

: Fi might be necessary on other points, recognition of these four propositions

-! is an essential and nonnegotiable component of any Free Association

Iii between the United States and Micronesia.

Of the four principles and legal rights, the fourth, which would

[j recognize either party's right to end the relationship, caused the United

.ii States Delegation the greatest disquiet. Your Delegation insists on this

I clause because it sustains the free and voluntary nature of the relation-

[: ship; it permits continuing review of that relationship; and it would

enable future generations to evaluate their situation, and, in accordance

_, 11
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..... _ _' with basic constitutional processes, to Change it. At the same time, your

Delegation emphasized that the fact that the relationship is unilaterally

terminable does not mean that it would be ended for insignificant or

r]
temporary reasons. On the contrary p it is intended that the relationship LJ

would be stable and enduring, would be entered into after negotiations _I
I

in good faith, and could be _ded only after substantial and Judicious i.

consideration. Moreover, the specific compact provisions relating to

termination would be so framed as to safeguard against abrupt or hasty

termination by either party. It might be noted that the free association -['i

relationships between the United Kingdom and certain of her former

territories generally provide that a former territory can terminate the

relationship only if a ninety-day period has elapsed between the intro- []

Li
ductlon and passage of legislation to terminate the relationship, and

only if such legislation is passed by a two-thlrds majority of the LJ

legislature. In addition, the approval of two-thirds of the electorate

in a referendum is required. Comparably strict provisions apply to any ,jq

._ actlonby theUnitedK1ngdom. [i
i Uf

Your Delegation recognizes that theunilaterally terminable nature

of the relationship between the United States and Micronesia may raise [I

some fears of an unwarranted or lll-consldered dissolution on the part

of one partner or another. But your Delegation maintains that the actual

effect of such a clause would be beneficial: it would encourage a continuing _

review of the relationship between the two partners; it would preserve _5

the free and voluntary nature of the compact; it would provide what would '_
' I

otherwise be a remote and insignificant fraction of the "United States

i
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: _ political family" with ultimate control of its destiny; and, not least,

it would Insure that whatever problems might arise would be given the

i! urgent attention they deserved.

_i _ Steps Towards Free Association

__ _._ The exact procedure to be followed in terminating the Trusteeship

Agreement and the present status, and in establishing a new relationship

;#_ between Micronesia and the United States, would have to be agreed upon

=

=_ I_i by Micronesia, the United States, and the United Nations. Until there is
_ agreement on the principles of Free Association, the specific steps to

_ I:_! be followed in the establishment of the relationship will be of secondary-5

_ importance. Still, from discussions with United States and United Nations

• representatives, your Delegation considers that the following elements

i' would be involved i_ a transition from Trusteeship to Free Association.

:i (a) Act of Self-Determlnation: Plebiscite (or Referendum).

_ li. It is generally recognized by both the United States and the United

< Nations that a plebiscite (or referendum) must be held in Micronesia

•"_ to obtain "the freely expressed wishes of the people." If it is

'_ proposed that Micronesia should enter into Free Association with the

i United States, the United Nations is almost certain to insist upon

._ [_:!? an act of self-determination, in the form of a plebiscite, in order

-_i:_ to ensure that the proposed status reflects the wishes of the people.

" ; Moreover, the United States has already indicated that it favors such

1 an act of self-determlnation. Also, it is expected that if a status

t.J of Free Association is chosen, the plebiscite should include the

.:_ 13



approval not only of the Constitution of Micronesia, but also of the

1 Compact of Free Association between the United States and Micronesia. i_

(b) United States Legislation. Your Delegation assumes that

'7,
United States legislation would be required for three main purposes: _.i

i i, to create authority for the various steps that must be

taken before the Trusteeship Agreement ceases to be in force;

'_ 2. tO terminate exist _.ng United States po_e_ in Micronesla ;}

? when Trusteeship ends; and

i':_ 3. to create the powers necessary for United Sta=es "_

i participation in the agreed form of Free Association.

"I

i (c) A Constitutional Convention. The concept of Free Association [

!

i requires that the people of Micronesia have the right to design, _.

! adopt m_d amend their Constitution without outside interference.

_ Your Delegation assumes thr_t the development of a Microneslan Consti- L,J

tution would be vested in a Constitutional Convention and that

-subsequent action by the people of Micronesla would not be subject iJ

to external constraints. Moreover, United States powers over Micro-

. nesian affairs would be as set forth in the Compact of Free Association,
i

and would not in any way affect the Constitution.

: In view of its position that a Micronesian Constitutional

Convention should draft the Constitution, your Delegation felt they i

could not forecast the specifics of that draft. However, your

Delegation did indicate that the form of government resulting from

that Constitution would contain a bill of rights, would provide for
democratic and republic government and would not, in any important

i 14 U
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I sense, be incompatible with the United States tradition of democratic,

i representative government. Your Delegation further indicated that

!_ American advice would be solicited during the development of the
.i Constitution.

i (d) Negotiation and Apprgval of the Terms of the Compact of

i Free Association. Since an essential feature of Free Association

iJ is that it is in the form of a compact between two parties, It

would be imperative that prior to the termination of the Trusteeship

Ill! Agreement, negotiations takeplace between representatives of the

• (_ United States and Micronesia to define the terms of the Free

Association. Your Delegation maintains that such negotiations
!

i should take place between representatives of the Congress of Micro-_J

• nesia and representatives of the United States Government. The

! i 'i final terms of the Compact, h_ever, should be subject to approval

by the Congress of _cronesia and the people of Micronesia on one

i side, and the United States Congress and the President of the United

i I States on the other side. To date, although the United States

representatives have agreed that the proposed association would

,, {! require the approval of the people of Mlcronesla, they have not

agreed that its terms should be approved by the Congress of Micro-

Ii! nesla before the compact as a whole would be submitted to the people

'[i of Micronesia in a plebiscite.
L~'

Your Delegation emphatically opposes, and recou_aends that the

I Congress likewise oppose, any effort on the part of the United

States to bypass the Congress on matters related to political status.

15
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The Congxess of M_cronesla has dealt with authorized United States

representatives through recognized channels and thus expects that _I

its adherence to these legitimate methods will be respected and

reciprocated.

(e) Transition Period. It will also be necessary that a time

schedule be developed for all procedural steps and transitional

toward self-government, so that the new Government of Micro- [_changes

nesia can smoothly assume immediate control when the Trusteeship

Agreement ceases to be in effect. _I

(f) Compact of Free Association. In its conversations with

the United States representatives, your Delegation maintained that J

the principles of Free Association should be discussed before the _}

contractual details of the Compact were negotiated. Your Delega-

tlon_s first effort was to determlne whether Free Association, as I

defined by the Delegatlonp was acceptable to the United States.

It was understood, however, that following,an agreement on

principles, the United States and Micronesia would prepare a _
\ _J

Compact detailing the rights and obligations of both parties. The

would contain provisions relating to such matters as i]
Compact

external affairs and defense; United States legislation applicable

in Micronesia; public service; economic, financial and technical J

aid; citizenship and nationality; immigration and trade, and Judicial _
J

review.

The Compact would provide that, in areas other than external

affairs and defense_ no United States leglslation would apply in

16
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Micronesia without the express consent of the Government of

' Micronesia. The responsibility for external affairs and defense

:! would be handled by the United States, and it would therefore be

_ necessary for the United States to retain sufficient powers In those

:: _ areas to enable it to fulfill its responsibilities. The Compact
_ should provide, however_ that in discharging its responsibilities

_ l_ In external affairs and defense, the United States would act In

close consultation with the Goverrnaent of Micronesia on all matters

which affect Micronesia It should also provide that the Government

of Micronesia, subject to any exceptionsp limitations, or conditions

that may be appropriate, has authority to deal on behalf of Micro-

, _. nesia in certain specified matters in the field of external relations.
The area of external affairs would be an important part of the

i Compact. To more fully understand how the relationship might be

defined in that area it is helpful to examine hcr_ it has been handled

_ [_ between the United Kingdom and its free associated states in the

_i Caribbean Sea. The island territories of Antigua, Dominica, Grenada,

Saint Christopher-Nevis-Anguilla, Saint Lucia, and Saint Vincent

I_!_ became states in free association wi=h the United Kingdom at the

beginning of 1967 by virtue of the West Indies Act of 1967. The

I; A_re_ents on external. _ffairs are very similar in all of these .L_

: +:_ cases. In general_ they provide that the United Kingdom is responsi-

lJ ble and has power in external affairs, but that its powers in this

I_ area_lllbeexercised°_lylnc°nsultatl°_withtheg°vernments°f

the free associated states. Also, the free associated states have

17
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:_i certain powers in external affairs, and the United Kingdom agreed to

._ give' sympathetic consideration to any request by a government of afree associated state for authority to take action on individual
"._

i questions of external relations not covered by the express delega-

:i!
tions of authority to the free associated state. Express delegations

_:I:_ of powers to the free associated states Include the following: LI

.!

::_ i. Authority to apply for full or associate membership in []
j United Nations Specialized Agencies or similar international LJ

organizations.

2. Authority to arrange or permit visits by representatives of I
such organizations of which it has membership. L

_! 3. Authority / ""to negotiate and conclude trade agreements with _I
_ other countries which relate to the treatment of goods. __i

4. Authority to arrange or permit visits by commercial r-}

_i representatives of the free associated state to any other LI
country_ or vice versa.

i 5, Authority to conclude agreements of local concern with any • t

I members of the Conuuonwealth or any remaining United Kingdom _j

territory in the Caribbean.
V1

6. Authority to conclude agreements on aid, cultural, or [j
'I scientific subjects with any member of the Commonwealth

"i or with the United States, or wlth any international
J ['i
_ organization to which the United Kingdom b'elongs. ,

7. Authority to conclude emigration agreements with other

countries.

Unlted,States Position

The United States Delegation brought to the negotiations its own

proposal for a political status it calls Commonwealth. This proposal ri_

' should be examined not only for Its own sake but for its implied
i

rejection of the glcronesian concept of Free Association. The United
i
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:_ States proposal appears in Chapter V of this report.

In its direct comments on Free Association the United States

Delegation indicated that it did not accept the definition of Free

_:_ Association which was used in the report of the Future Political Status

[!)_ Commission and in the Delegation's opening position paper. Although
the definition your Delegation presented has gained considerable status

i_ _[_ through general acceptance and use in recent years, the United States

;_i Delegation maintained that such a definition ought not be considered

_ either a United Nations definition or a cor_aonly accepted interpretation

of the term. The United States D=legation stated that the definition

_i cited by your Delegation was merely a recommendation of the United

' Nations General Assembly and was not binding on any of its members. It_ ! .

further maintained that there was no obligation to offer Micronesia a

._ status of Free Association, however itbe defined, because these words

are not included in either the Trusteeghip Agreement or the relevant

_ provisions of the United Nations Charter. The United States position is

':_ _[i:_:_ that its Commonwealth proposal, if accepted, would fully satisfy both
::_ the obligations and the spirit of the Trusteeship System. (Since the

_ United States Delegation pointed out that the Trusteeship Agreement makes

no mention of Free Association, your Delegation might likewise observe

[_ that the Trusteeship Agreement also makes nomentlon of Commonwealth

, status).

; From the United States reaction to the principles of Free Association,

'_ l_ from thelr debate as to the very nature of the term, and from their

_' 19
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disclosure that their Commonwealth proposal is the best they can offer,I
• 2

.:._. your Delegation concludes that the Executive Branch of the United States

Government is unwilling or unable, under current policy, to support a _
:i

relationship of Free Associatlonp as that concept is endorsed by your '_"J

Delegation. _]

•

!
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'" CHAPTER III. INDEPENDENCE

i:! General Comments on Independence

E_ _len it entered into the Trusteeship Agreement with the Security

_i! Council of the United Nations, the United States accepted the san_e

obligations with respect to the political development of Micronesia as

:/ill_m[_ did other powers acting as administering authorities under the l_terna-

tional Trusteeship System. Like other Trusteeship Agreements, the

,_ Agreement for Micronesla contains (in Article 6) the following words:

_ "In dlscmargi_g its obligations under Article 76(b)

i_ i of the Charter, the admini_terlng authority shall:
.... promote the development of the inhabitants of the

_ trust territory towards self-government or independence
f_ as may be appropriate to the particular circumstances

_ L_ of the trust territory and its peoples and the freely
.:_ expressed wishes of the peoples concerned..."

_,ii_I_ It was thus recognized that the people of
Micronesia possessed the

• _ same rights of political advancement "towards self-government or

independence" as did the people of other trust territories. The criteria
!i

=_ [_ set out in Article 6 to determine the ultimate political status of the

_ Trust Territory are "the particular circumstances of the trust territory
.'_

:J I_i_' and its peoples" and "the freely, expressed_ wishes of the peoples, concerned_"
L_.J

Your Delegation maintains that, according to the terms of the

Trusteeship Agreement, Independence is a real alternative which Micro-

5! nesians have the right to choose and should consider. Your Delegation

"i further maintains that this right to Independence Is not derived from the

, _ Trustee_hlp Agreement or bequeathed by it, but rather that the Trusteeship

_4
Agreement acknowledges a prior, basic and continuing right of the'i

21.!
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Micronesian people. '
The people of Micronesia have as much right to choose Independence

as did the people of the other trust territories - none of whom, so far, _j

,_ have chosen any status other than Independence. The fact that other

._ powers have, or have had, or expect to have, an "interest", strategic [

1 or otherwise, in this area cannot be permitted to c_promise or dilute
:' Micronesta's basic right to determine its own destiny,

Your Delegation does recognize, of course, that according to the

terms of the Trusteeship Agreement, there can be no change in the status

of the Trust Territory without the consent of the United States. But [_

your Delegation believes that the threat of a Un:f.tedStates veto should [o_
_ U
j not be allowed to muffle consideration of Independence, or of any other
!

J political status. Your Delegation maintains that the primary goals of
U

the Trusteeship Agreement are clear; that the endorsement of "self-

"7
"_n Itgovermnent or independ, ce is like_'iseclear, and that the right of _J

; Micronesian people to Independence antedates and underlies the Trusteeship
iq

i Agreement and that, therefore, the strategic aspect of the trusteeship LIJ

i and the corollary.United States possession of a veto power represent the _
application of self-interested devices to a moral issue and are at best

subordinate to, and at worst in direct conflict with, the basic goals of

the Trusteeship System.
,J
rl
i .

Should Micronesla choose Independence, its lemdershlp must Strive t_

to see that the decision is respected by the United Nations and the _
t,

' United States. Should Micronesia decline Independence in favor of another

political status, it should be for sound reasons related to the quality

. 22 ,_i
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:i of Micronesian llfe, and not out of deference to another nation's global

_-., pos tufa.

._ Independence, therefore, is a politicai status which shouid be

} _], considered in terms of its effect on _crone_ia, and not in terms of an

i anticipated reation elsewhere.

Moreover, it should be pointed out that Independence need not imply

" is_olation; that various treaty and nontreaty relationships with other".i

_ •

_-- nations or groups of nations would assure Micronesia's responsible mem-

o bership in the world cemmunity. Surely, there are mutually beneficialI I;-_, t..i
relationships that an independent Micronesia would choose to initiate or

_ sustain. These might relate to trade, economic development, external

affairs, and defense. Your Dei_;ation maintains that if, indeed, there

accommodated in terms of an honorable treaty between Micronesla and the

t:
United States, as by a clause In a Trusteeshlp Agreement in which _cro-

! I_ nesians did not participate.

The principal advantage_ and disadvantages of Microneslan independence

! lJ were treated by the Future Political. Status Commission in its report to!

,_ the Congress last year, _nd your Delegation is in general agreement wi_h

".2 _:)
:I [-J the observations made by the Commission at that time.
;i
-!

, _-- Independence, your Delegation believes, is the political status

most in accord with the intent of the Trusteeship Agreement. It is al_o

I_ the choice made by all of the nine Trust Territories which have so far

:i!
i
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changed their status. It is very likely that, in the eyes of the Unite

_:__._, Nations, an independent Micron_qla would be an honorable and acceptable

climax to the Trusteeship A_greement. It is not certain that other

proposals which have been ,_a_anced would be so highly regarded. _#
.:_

_:_ Moreover, as an independent state, Mlcronesia would possess full Vl
q
"!i
! legal control of its own affairs. Any relationship with another nation _--_

ii
or group of nations would require Microneslan consent. No foreign

LJ
_*_

:,i presence or interest in Micronesla would be permitted unless it was fully

consistent with the best interests of Micronesla. Although the realities

of political and economic llfe would likely oblige the Micronesian "_

Government to yield certain rights in exchange for certain benefits, such

:.!i decisions would be made by Micronesians and not by others acting on their

behalf.

_,_

The disadvantages of Independence are substantial. Most arise, not iJ
L_

_ from political considerations, but from economic factors. The lack of

! certain natural resources, the small population, geographical dispersion, ,_

_. cultural diversity, co_nunicatlons and transportation difficulties would _

i gravely challenge any administration and would particularly test a newly-

_! independent government. Moreover, there is the add_d difficulty that, j

over the past twenty-flve years, the standards and practices, omissions

and commissions, of the Administering Authority have, for better or for

worse, been widely accepted. The development of a governmental system ,.

more appropriate to an independent Micronesia might prove difficult to _J

some individual Micronesians as well as to the new administration as a _
e2

whole, The legacy of twenty-five years of American administration is



lJ

i considerable, and the transition to Independence would likely create
.'_

, numerous problems of adjustment. In addition, whether by accident or

_ design, or both, many of the economic policies and programs of the

_ Administering Authority, such as the application of the most-favored

nation clause of the Trusteeship Agreement, haveretarded Micronesia's

-' economic development and pointed towards dependence, rather than

!0_._ Independence.

The most serious disadvantage of Independence is that, even to

._ maintain the present standard of living, M1cronesia would need considerable

i _ assistance. And, to carry out any further program of economic development,

even greater aid would be required. It Is questionable whether a_

i [_ independent Micronesia could succeed in obtaining the initial financingLJ

necessary to develop a self-sufficient economy. Whereas a Compact of

di

Free Association would provide specific terms of aid_ an independent

Micronesla would rely on negotiated treaties for aid. It is likely that

:i I! the United States might react much less responsively in this respect to

!i _ an Independent Micronesia, than to a state with which it had es_abllshed

a relatlonship of Free Association.

i:_ Steps Towards Independence

_ The procedure for terminating the Trusteeship Agreement on the

_ basis of Independence would assuming the United States was willing to

consent to such termination, be very similar to that discussed for Free

i _ Association. _iscussions would be necessary betwec_ the United StatesU
and the Congress of Micronesia to establish a timetable for transition

+
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_:iI ' to Independence, and to define the relationshlp which would exist

._ In the interim, the presen_ Trusteeship Status would be continued while

i the people of Mic_one_ia are prepared f_rther for inde_ende[_t statu_. ;

:_ The procedure for drafting and adopting a Constitution would be ._

similar to the procedure outlined for transition to Free Association. A

plebiscite would undoubtedly be held for the purpose of obtaining the
q

;_ consent of the people of Microne_ia to the Microne_ian Constitution and

!:!
:I to the termination of the Trusteeship Agreement on the basis of .,!

.]

i Independence. The United Nations might not require that a plebiscite _i

'_i, be held if the Trusteeship Agreement is terminated on the basis of _!

-/ i Independence, but your Delegation believes that one would be desirable. ['_

-_: Similarly, United States Congress legislation would presu_sbly be

; }
'_ required to create the authority for some of ti_e stepQ that must be [j

i Trusteeship Agreement ceases to be in force, and for ,[.]
taken before the

,t

_, the termination of existing United States powers in Idlcronesia when the _3

i Trusteeship ends. "i

<iI
, Should the Congress determine that Independence shoald be

i Micronesia's eventual political status, your Delegation recommends t_iat _I

i Congress soon adopt a resolution declaring that Independence is Micro-

i
.I nesia's goal. Thus_ no matter how long the transition period might be,
i

and no matter what obstacles arose, the Congress would have made its ;._-_i

._ decision and would be in a position to evaluate all interim programs in

! terms of their effectiveness in advancing Micronesia to_:ards Its rl

.! acknowledged goal of Independence.

a



All of the above procedures assume that the United States would

i consent to Micronesian independence. With that conse_:, the procedures

I
leading to Independence would follow in channels and stages agreed upon

,, between the United States, the United Nations, and the Congress of

._

It should be noted, however, that there are precedents in history,
• !

,_ _';_ not least of all in the history of the United States, in which a people,

._ reacting to an intolerable situation have declared Independence unilaterally

I_ and outright. If such an unfortunate situation were to arise in Micro-•
-- nesia, it is unlikely that the Micronesian people would heed the restraints

i of a Trusteeship Agreement In which they had no part, and which compromised

_ their position to accommodate the national interests of the Administering

Authority.

I Surely, any outright declaration of Independence would make more

difficult an already taxlng_change of status. But your Delegation

believes that such a declaration is not impossible. There are precedents

'_ _ and justifications for action outside of the Trusteeship System and your

•iI
Delegation believes it should record Its awareness of them.

.o

_' United States Position on Independence

:t t_, Since your Delegation was directed to examine questions relating to

Independence, as well as those relating to free association, your Dele-

! (_

[.! gatlon wished to discuss such questions with the United States Delegation.

Your Delegation was conscious, too, that, in relation both to existing

27



_ Trusteeship Agreement, the United States would wish to be consulted on

_:,_ these questions

_i._! Your Delegation therefore requested that the United States 7_.

Delegation provide it with the official position of the Executive _

:_£?.] issues relating to Independence:

_!i_i "First, in view of the strategic interest of the United.,._ States in the Trust Territory, what is the attitude or

_._ the position of the United States Government toward the
Trusteeship Agreement being terminated by Micronesia _I

_ij becoming an independent state?
J

_-_

"Second, even if Micronesla were to becc_me an independent
' *

..j state, we ass,_me that a close relationship could exist
! between Micro_esia and the United States which could be __

_i j accormnodatlng to the interests of both parties. It would ,_,•_._
:_ require a transitional period_ however, of a continuation I!

of the Trusteeship Status, fur-ther preparation for l.J

, _ independence, and discussions concerning the association

_o_iI or relationship that would exist between the _vzr-countries c%,,:14 after independence. Our delegation therefore would like !.!

'i to know whether the United States Government is willing

i to begin to establish a timetable for a transition to ,.._

i_ j independence, to redirect its assistance and action programs' in Micronesia toward this end_ and to begin discussions 'J

'-.... with Microne_lan leaders on the future relationship which

-- would exist between the two countries after Micronesia !

i_.i became independent?" .J

,,_ It was the hope of your Delegation that these questions would generate _

d

' some meaningful discussions between the two delegations on the subject

:/i Independence. However, the formal response of the United States Delega- [_., j
tlon was such that your Delegation felt that any additional comments by

it during the present discussions would be useless. Since no furth,_r

comments or statements were made expanding the arguments presented, we

] shall simply quote the entire response of the United States Delegation _,

""_:(i 28
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to these questions, rather than summarizing the position statement made.

_i The response was:

'_esterday I dealt with some of the practical considerations

in favor of self-government in association with the United

/ States. Today, let me point out some of the considerations

that do not favor independence. Essentially they center

_ around tbe re_;i_onsibility the United States has -- both

I : morally, and under the terms of the Trusteeship Agreement
and the United Nations Charter -- to ensure that Micronesia

_ is prepared for whatever status its people might select.

Ii! Furthermore, paragraphs 2, 3, and 4 of the same Article 6
.... of the Trusteeship Agreement discuss the United States

responsibility to 'promote the economic advancement and

_i self-sufficiency;' to 'promote social advancement' including
_,_ health; and to 'promote educational advancement.' The

United States has tried, admittedly not always with uniform

_ success, to carry out all of these obligations. But with

I i best of will and foreseeable expenditures, it is hard
the

to forecast when Micronesia might achieve the situation in

which its particular circumstances would be appropriate for

independence. Micronesia hasllmlted natural resources,

tremendous logistical problems, and even a wide diversity of
cultures and languages presenting unique problems of

,_i government.

I_ "In summary, disregarding security considerations, the

United States doesnot believe that independence will be

i _ a realistically appropriate status, considering the
._ particular circumstances of the Trust Territory, for some

time to come; and the United States would be remiss in

ii its responsibilities to say otherwise.

'_our setond question is really threefold -- first

i7,! whether the United States would be willing to redirectits programs and assistance towards the goal of
..... independence; second, whether the United States would

be willing to establish a timetable t_ards indepe_dence;

!"1 and third, _ether the United States is willing to begin
._ discussions with Mic_onesian leaders on the future

relationship which would exist between the two countries

l_i after independence.
" "To answer the first question, the United States effort

is, of course, already directed toward developing
: Micronesia--in all its facets -- toward self-

.... determination. However, the United States does not

29
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._ see how it could agree to redirect its programs so that

, they were specifically aimed st one particular future ,_
status. The United States would, in fact, be derelict U
in its obligations under th_ Trusteeship Agreement if it

were to prejudge the outco_ of that _ct of self- ,-_

determination by the peopl_ of M!cronesia as a whole. ,LJ
The United States will_ of course, continue its policy

,! of consulting fully with the Congress of Micronesla and
., district leaders on the various progr_s contemplated {_

' and, indeed, plans to continue shifting responsiblli_y •U
for these programs to the _cronesians themselves.

"i

"As for a timetable for tr_nsitlon to independence, U
obviously in view of the practical problems which I have

: cited in terms of the circumstances of the Trust Terrltory

as well as the inappropriateness of our aiming for only [_
•i one particular goal, this becomes a moot question. _

•_ Rather, we must concentrate our efforts on the develop- _..

i ment of the Trust Territory, particularly in the fields i!
i cited in the Trusteeship Agreement. Clearly these efforts _j

have been accelerating in recent years, and we would hope

that the resulting progress will continue. But the _
specific date for self-determlnatlon will depend on the
wishes of the Micronesian people and the abillty of the
United States, in good conscience and in accor_.r_ce with

its obligations under the Trusteeship Agreement_ to agree : !
that Micronesia is prepared for the choice in question. U

"On the third question, not only are the problems x_hich i ;_
have already cited germane to possible discussions on the :!

future relationship between an independent Micronesla and _3

the United States_ but it is impossible for this delegation

or even this administration to discus8 such issues in _
anything more than the most speculative terms. These would _J

be matters of treaty and other types of international

agreements between two independent countries to be

entered into by the Executive Branch, probably in most

cases with the approval of the United States Congress.
Clearly we do not kno_ what United States Administration

might be in office or what its policies ndght be. Nor _I
i

do we know how either the United States Congress_ or
! moze broadly the American people, might view such relation-

i ships in the context of conditions at the time in question." -_i

"'i

1
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[j ....... STATESPROPOSOF

l: "_i i,_e United States Proposal for Commonwealth Status
J

'{ {?_ At the opening meeting of the May dlscusslons_ the United States
! (:
;._ Delegation presented, on behalf of the Executive Branch of the United

...:_ ,._•-_ {._
";_ I;_i States Government, an offer for a new political status for Micronesla.

•:_ .... The United States Delegation later requested that their proposal be
(

:!:_ (: submitted to the Congress of Micronesla. Under the proposal, Micronesla

...... would become a Commonwealth in permanent association with the United

/i "L '
States. This proposal was presented in a Statement of Principles which

.i! I,i set forth the essential elements of the offer, and was accompanied by a

draft bill. Both documents are appended to this report.

, ._:_ /" i".:_'ii! ._] i) Relationship Between United States Government and the Commonwealth
"_ of _ilcronesia•

: _ _,ii Under the terms of the Commonwealth status offered by the United

States, M_.cronesia would become a part of the United States and

l

: would, as a result, assume certain obligations and receive certain

'! _ rights and benefits. The relationship would involve much closer ties

i_:_;_ than either of the Microneslan proposals contemplates. The relation-

ii:.-i i_ shlp would not be as close as that of a state of the union nor would
' it be one which implies any further change as is the case of an

:gl t!it uni',cooratedterritory AsaCo=,on,,ealth. icronesiawould
:_._ _-i_. permanently Join the polltlcal, family and political area which make

_i L_ up the Union under the United States Constitutional system.' -i
1

""::i I_i The easiest way to clearly understand the nature of the proposal

:j for Commonwealth status is to examine the relationship which would

U 31
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,_ exist between the Commonwealth of Micronesia and the United States
"l

,_ _ Government. Under the United States proposal, certain powers wlll.°

be reserved primarily to the Micronesian Government; others will be :_

shared with the United States Government, and others will be reserved "J

primarily to the United States Government A summary of the relation- '_•
r_ tJ
_ ship which would exist in major areas follows

(a)
Citizenship of Micronesians; Access to United States ii

By Joining the United States system, Micronesians

.. would be offered a choice between two statuses. Current Trust _-]

Territory citizens would become United States nationals, but

•

, they could, by simple application to the Federal Court, become

United Sta_es citizens, i_

Since Microneslans would be either United States

_ citizens or United States nationals, they would have the right [)

to free access to the United States for'any reason, including _-_

i business, study and travel• In addition, Micronesian goods L:

._ would be allowed free access into the United States. _!

"_ Since Micronesia would become a part of the total

_ United States System, Americans would have similar rights to LJ__

free access to Nicronesla, and United States goods would be /_
%_! i

allowed free access into Microne_ia. _9

(b) Restrictions on Constitution of Micronesia _:]

,_ LJ
] Within certain restrictions and limitations, the

people of Micronesia would be free to determine their own

i internal governmental structure through a Constitutional

U
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i Convention• First, the Constitution of Micronesia would haveI to provide a republica:: form of government, include a bill of

I_! rights, and not be contrary to the Constitution of the United
t

States or the United States Act establishing the Commonwealth

•'j Ij relationship. Secondly, subsections (a)through (m)of Section

:ii_ 201 in Title II of the proposed U.S Act place other restrictionsf?
I on the Constitution of Micronesia and the Government of Micro-

_i nesia. Finally, Title III of the proposed U.S. Act contains
•_ /j!

further restrictions, mostly on the executive and judicial

powers of the Government of Micronesia.

(c) Legislative Power

•_ The Congress of Micronesia would have full legislative

_ authority in Micronesia, except that no legislation enacted by

!I the Congress of _[icronesla could be inconsistent with the

Constitution of the United States, laws of the United States,

or treaties entered into by the United States. In add_tion,

.._ no lm_ could be passed imposing any tax upon the property of the

_ I_ United States Government, or Imposing Import levies on goods
L7

, imported into Micronesia from the United States or any of its

(d) United States Laws in Micronesia; Micronesian

i _{_ Delegate in United States House of Representatives!

L
i Both the United States Congress and the Congress of

'I i Micronesia would have the authority to legislate for the Common-

_ wealth of Micronesia. To ensure that Micronesia would have a
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,'_!_I voice in any proposed United States legislation affecting _h

'._i_ Micronesia, it would have a nonvoting delegate in the United

, States House of Representatives. With regard to Federal i

!:_i Statutes now in effect, Micronesia would Join In a commission _]_"

to be appointed by the Pre_ident which would survey all United _j

-_!i States Statutes, and recommend to the United States Congress l_

, _ those which should be made applicable in FRcronesia°

.,!_ (e) Land and Property Control L}i']

'; All df the property held or controlled by the Trust

Territory Government, including the so-called public lands, ,;_

_ would be turned over to the Covernment of Micronesla. All land

_i •currently held by the Unlined States Gov_r_,'_aentunder agreement i_
.>_
,_ with _he Trust Territory Government, including all milli_ary -_

_i or government retention areas, would be reviewed by the United

_ States Government. The United States _overnment would then _
.....i Li_

_ enter into nE_ agreements for those lands considered by i_ to

•!_ be necessary for i_s public purposes. The United States Govern- _j_''

i!_._ ment would have the power to acquire land owned or controlled

i by either private citizens or the Government of Micronesla for __J

public purposes of the Uni_:ed States. Special provisions i'_%

designed to help safeguard Microneslan interests would be

,i included, including review by the Congress of'M_cronesla, but I!

i the ultimate power to take land would •still be retained by the

United States Government.



(i %

:i In the area of private ownership, United States

i_ citizens and businesses would be allowed to lease p_rchase

:! [_ and own land in Micronesia, but the Microneslan Government could
t_

establish some controls over the sale or long-term ],ease of

land to persons not residents of Micronesia.

r_ (f) Judlclar]itll Micronesla would have its own local courts which

_ would enforce and interpret local laws. In addition, the United
t_

States Federal Court system would be expanded to include Micro- "

(_ nesia, and the United, States Circuit Court of Appeals and the "

United States Supreme Court would be available for appeals.
f_

_.I (g) Taxation and Public Finance

! !_4 Under the.te_s of the United States offer, United

.... State_ Federal income tax laws would apply in Micronesla. All

._ such taxes collected in Micronesia would be retained for

'. disbursement by the Congress of Micronesla, In addition, the

! _ total of revenues raised in bilcronesla would be matched by an

,i equal sum from the United States and credited to the Treasury

--_ of Micronesia for appropriation by the Congress of Micronesfa.

, _ In addition, the United States Congress would be authorized to
%v'

appropriate additional funds for specific purposes as needed.

Foreisn and Defense
(h) Affairs

The foreign affairs and defense of Mlcronesla would

[_ be handled by the United States Goverr_ment under the direction

-, 35
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'! of the President of the United States The Commonwealth of

Micronesia would be able to contact other governments on

matters such as trade, tourism and culture, unless such •

contacts would be inconsistent with United States national

; rl
1 policy.
i .}
! (i) Postal_ Qurrency and Banking Services

The United States Goverrnnent would reserve the right

i to issue currency and _o run the postal system, and Federal

_ banking laws would apply to Micronesia and would tie It into _..}
i'

the United States commercial banking system.
i

2) Procedure fo7 Entering Into Commonwealth Status

Under the terms of the United States proposal, Commonwealth :}

i status would be achieved in the following manner:

I. The proposed terms of the association with the United j

States, as approved by the Congress of Micronesia and the -_
l

i Congress of the United States, would be the subject of an "_
q

initial plebiscite;
• I

:,I 2. The people of Micronesia would write their own
r

Constitution through a Constitutional Convention; _I

3. After the Convention has completed Its work In

! j
i accordance with the terms of association approved by the _.

.i Micronesian people, the Constitution would also be submitted _

to a plebiscite; andi

4. If and when the Micronesian people have approved the 1

ii! proposed terms of the association wlth the United States and
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the proposed Constitutlon in the two plebiscites, the

Trusteeship Agreement would, then be terminated and the

proposed Constitution and association with the United

States would go into effect simultaneously.

_: ._ The t_o plebiscites would be conducted under arrangements

i to be agreed upon between the Congress of Micronesia and the

i_ _i UnltedStates, and the United Nations would be requested to

i._ observe the two plebiscites.

_I I_ In presentlng this proposal to the M_cronesian Delegation, the

:_ United States Delegation stated that the essential elements of tlle

proposal must be maintained since all parts of the proposal are

i interrelated and for_ a whole, but that the specific terms of the

i offer are subject to fuller discussion and comment to ensure that

I'! they meet as fully as possible the needs and legitimat_ interests

both of Micronesla and.of the United States. The United States

_. Delegation also maintained that the propo_al made by them is the

q_ I_"i best that can be made in light of the very practical considerations

i _ with which both parties are confronted,

," Micronesian Response to United States Proposal

_! Your Delegation finds the United States proposal unacceptable.

Although it is not without some attractive features, the United States

lJ proposal interests on several basic issues:
sacrifices Micronesian

control of land, control of laws, and control of any further consideration

:_ or change of political status. Your Delegation maintains that such

•!?
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.... " controls cannot be granted to any noniMicronesian power, however

friendly. The right to control the use of _cronesian land, to control 0

_i_ laws applicable in Micronesia, and to unilaterally change political
!,

status cannot be compromised or shared. These rights, your Delegation ,_

-_ maintains, are nonnegotiable.

Your Delegation does, however, recognize that the United States i_

_:i! proposal offers several substantial advantages which might not be

obtained under a status of Free Association or Independence. By becoming

a permanent part of the United States, Micronesia would be eligible for i_t)

assistance under numerous United States Federal programs. United States r_

citizenship for Microneslans would also bring several financial advantages l.J

:! such as guaranteed minimum wages and educational opportunities. The [_)

United States Congress would also be more likely to continue long-term
I

financial and technical aid and development programs under such a _i

relationship. While acknowledgln_ the substantial benefits of the United

i States proposal, your Delegation declared:

i '_e recognize that under free association, or as an

independent state, we might be treated less generously _'_ than would be the case if Micronesia became a Common-

;! wealth. To some extent, however, this would be

:_ counteracted by the greater freedom we would possess

,,_ to seek assistance eisewhere. But, fundamentally, [ii
'! our position is that the legal rights we consider

i essential to the effective protection of a Microneslan •

; identity cannot be bartered for financial and economic iJ{ advantages."

_n
In our concluding section, following this chapter, your Delegation will

_i seek to assess the underlying disagreement between the United States

and Micronesian positions. In this chapter, we will confine our analysis LJq
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to the United States proposal, without comTnenting on what It suggests

i
_ about the nature and rationale of American interest in Micronesia.

f._ (I) Control of Land

a. United States governmental power over public and private
lands in l,Licronesia

Under the terms of the United States proposal, the United

_" States Government would have the right to retain the land it

now holds as military or government retention areas. In

!_! addition, the United States Government would retain the power

to take privately-owned Micronesian land and land controlled

! by the Government of Micronesia for public purposes of the

United States. In commenting on these retained powers, the

i United States Delegation contended their proposal "_ould

i i"! provide protection of Microneslan control of land to the

: maxim_-n degree possible and consistent with the interests of

the American political family, including the Commonwealth of

_ Micronesia."

• Your Delegation replied as follows:

i _ "...Because of our circumstances, as well a_.

[j! of our traditions, we insist that Micronesian
control of land must-be un_a_Iifled. This

' - do-es not mean that a Government of Micronesia

i (:_ wS-ul_dnot be ready to enter into negotlati_ons
i ('_-! w_he United States for the lease of certain

areas. Moreoverp in making this statement, we

i { _ are fully conscious that the United States would

be the more powerful partner to such negotia-

tions. But, on the issue of legal control, we

i_ are unable to agree to any compromise. This,indeed, has been one of the primary motives for

insistence upon a relation of free association."

_ 39
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1 b. Non-Micronesian ownership of land

U
./ Under the terms of the United States proposal, Micronesians

I would become United States nationals or United States citizens. :i

Therefore_ unless special restrictions were established,'non-i
1

Micronesian American citizens would enjoy full rlghtsto

4
.._ purchase Micronesian land. Realizing that Micronesians desired
l

some means to control the sale of land in Micronesla to non-

I Microneslan citizens and businesses, the United States proposal _ i_

established "legal residency" as a means of controlling non-

Micronesian ownership of land. While your Delegation recognized i_0
and appreciated the United States attempt to provide some

safeguards of Micronesian land ownership, it doubts that such

!i safeguards can be established within the context of the current _

United States proposal. _

(2) Control of Law _°_
_J

, The basic document of Government in Micronesia_ the Constitution,

would be limited or restricted by the fact that it could not contain

_ provisions contrary to the United States Act establishing the

i, Commonwealth relationship or the Constitution of the United States.
)

As to subsequent legislation in Mlcronesia, the United States "_i

"i Congress, as well as the Congress of Micronesla, would have the _"

]authority to legislate for Microneslao Micronesia would have no

1
more than an advisory role in determining which United States laws

ri

would be applicable in Micronesia. No law enacted by the Congress _J

• of Micronesia could be inconsistent with the Constitution of the i_

40
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United States, laws of the United States, or treaties entered into

by the United States. Thus, the people of Micronesia's right to
!
i draft and adopt their own Constitution and the Government of

.g
Micronesia's right to legislate and govern in the best interests%

i_ _! of its people would be severely limited by the substantial powers

;i _ retained by the United States Government: and subject to its

:_:_s, multiplicity of policies and interests, both within and outside
Ntcronesia.

0 (3) Control of Future Status

_] The single most objectionable feature of the United States
proposal is that Commonwealth status would be pez_anent and

i,

_ Irrevocable. In the Future Political Status Commission's Statement

of Intent and later report, as well as this Delegation's position

statements, Microne_ian representatives have consistently pressed

for a status which is unilaterally tem'_inable. Your Delegation has

emphasized that any relationship wlth the United States woul__ be

,gi negotiated in good faith, would be solemnly undertaken, and would

be intended as an open-ended, long-term partnership. But your

i _ Delegation also insists that Micronesia's relationship with the

United States must, in the final analysis, be free--freely entered

into and freely continued.

: _ The United States proposal, however well-lntentloned, would make
: Micronesians an insignificant, remote minority at the mercy of whatever

: g,, changes in policy, politics, and administration occur in the United

1 - 41,!
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i
! 'I States. Of course, Microneslans would hope that the association between

, Micronesla and the Unitt_d States would prosper, and that it would
.;;2;.J

71_!_,_ survive any and all shifts in United States policy. Still, times and "i

nations change and if, as a result of such changes, the quality of the

"!:_::!_! relationship between the United States and Micronesia were to deteriorate "i

;s Micronesia must have the power to alter or, after due process, to end

,i}j_._ that relationship. While your Delegation can look forward to, and work _I

-I towards, an enduring relationship with the United States, it cannot ..

i support an arrangement which would make that relationship permanent from -/

j the very beginning.

.if.:j Because the United States proposal crucially compromises Micronesian

'_ .:_
• :_ powers in the areas cited above, your Delegation found that the proposal ,
'_! j

i

was unacceptable. Another measure of the proposal's unacceptability can

;! be found in Its substantial failure to respond to any of the four . j

j principles and legal rights which your Delegation offered as a non-

i negotiable component of any future association with the United States.
i

(i) While your Delegation stated that "sovereignty in :i
'/.!! L/

,:! Micronesia resides in the people of Micronesla and their duly

i ....!
constituted gove__9._m.ent,"t-h_ o_e_t ,-4=th_ ,,-_-_ _-_^:._ ..................... S,=_=s proposal ',n

'_ would be to make Micronesia a part of the United States, with ]

..! large undefined residual powers retained by the United States
:|

Government.

i

! (2) Your Delegation proposed "thai the people of Micronesia

..', possess the right of self-detemuination and may therefore choose

independence or self-government in free association with any

J !7_
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li nation or organization of nations". By its rejection of the
;J
t_

Micronesian concepts of Free Association and Independence, the

F_ United States Delegation, whatever its theoretical stand on

.:i Micronesian self-determination, raises some doubts as to whether

._I-'_.
._!_ its actual practice conforms to the above proposition.

(3) Your Delegation proposed "that the people of Micronesia

_ _ have the right to adopt their own constitution and to amend, change

or revoke any Constitution or governmental plan at any tlme."

"4
.: While the United States proposal does allow for the drafting and

_ adopting of a Micronesian Constitution, it does not acknowledge or

, recognize that such action is the right of the people of Micro-

_.:} I nesia. Instead of acknowledging this right, it "authorize_" the
.q

[-" people of Micronesia to adopt their own Constitution, within

certain restrictions and limitations.

_ (4) Your Delegation proposed "that free association should
_.-_

be in the form of a revocable compact, terminable unilaterally by

: l_i either party." The United States insistence on a permanent relation-

ship which has its basis in a United States Act Is in direct conflict

,_ with this proposition.

J



CHAPTER V. CONCLUSION [I

As the previous chapters will have made clear, discussions between I-_

the Uni ed States and Micronesian Delegations did not lead to any major

._ agreement about Micronesia's future political status. The United States r_)

Delegation did not accept Micronesian concepts of Free Association and

Independence, and the Micronesian Delegation found the United States j
i! ,

' proposal for Commonwealth status unacceptable.

It seems clear, then, that _he two Delegatlons arrived at

something of an impasse concerning Nicronesia's future. It remains for _'_

us to ask: Why are the two sides at such a distance in their thinking

about the future of these islands? What are the origins of this conflict? [__J

In its closing statement in the May talks, the United States

Delegation stated that '_e had hoped for a more forthcoming approach by _I

the Microneslan delegation in recognizing and seeking to relate your r_

position to the very real United States concerns and practical limlta- i:j

tlons, of which we have previously spoken, in seeking to arrive at a
mutual accon_nodatlon."

Perhaps this alleged lack of a "forthcoming approach" on the part

of your Delegation may be a reason that no agreement was reached.

! However, in view of the above s_atement by the United States Delegation, J

your Delegation wishes to suggest some other factors which might have C 1

also contributed to the failure to reach agreement:

(i) First and foremost, United States security interests in _
LJ

Micronesla seem to be the overriding consideration in

their offer and in the position of the United States
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._ Delegation on Free Association and Indepencence, especially
_ on the issues of unilateral termination and control of

i_._ land. The United States undiminished and inflexible strategic

' interest in Micronesia was underscored by the United States
_ Delegation's official statement that "From the United States

; viewpoint, the security situation in the Pacific region,

, which was recognized in 1947 in the strategic trust arrange-

ment, remains essentially unchanged."

::_ (2) Second, the position of the United States seems to he based

i!_ upon its past experiences with its territories and possessions,

and the precedents and types of relation.ships which have been_ _ established in conjunction with its territories and possessions.

! Thus, the United States seems reluctant to seriously consider

a unique relationship for Micronesia. In the past it has

_ _ offered Micronesia the status of an unincorporated territory
.... similar to Guam or American Samoa. It now seeks to fit Micro-

j nesia into the Commonwealth slot, based upon a status similar
_i _-, to that of Puerto Rico.

,, I_ (3) Third, the two Delegations approached the May discussions in
_:_ different manners. Your Delegation hoped to center discussions

I i on the major issues and questions to be resolved, and to reach
[3

agreement on general propositions defining a new relationship

i of free association. The United States Delegation entered

_ _ the May discussions with a firm proposal, and hor,_ to center

,-. [.j discussions upon it. The result was that since the United
_ States had a fim_ offer from which it was not authorized to

deviate in substance, it was faced with the prospect of

defending or selling its previously determined position, rather

i than freely discussing the principles or issues raised by
i your Delegation.

"_, :_: Moreover, the United States Delegation shcNed slight'
inclination to discuss such a topic as Micronesian claims

i_ [_, which, although not directly related to the question of

i!iU' o*atus, _^..,A be -_ ^_--^_ ............ _ _=s_,_ before _ty uL,ang_ in status is

j made.

['_ (4) Lastly, there is the matter of the attitude of the United
__ l_ States Delegation and its apparent misunderstanding or

! misinterpretation of the wishes and desires of the people

i { ; of Micronesia. There seems to be implicit in the United
I LJ States offer and position, the attitude or belief that

most of the people of _icronesia desire to become Americans

i [-.! and for their islands to become part of the United States,
and that this is naturally so. There also seems to be an

L \..t

i attitude on the part of the United States Delegation that
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I_!_;i_! it can best determine what is the best status for Micr,:nesia,

._i!!_ offer this status to the people of Micronesia, and h_ve their [_...._i decision approved. In other words, they believe the future

U
status of Mlcronesia should be determined by what they decide

•4! to offer_ rather than what the.people and their leaders
;_ choose,

, Since there appears to be an unresolved conflict in the attitudes

" of the two parties, your Delegation reaffirms its position that the

,._., Microneslan people must attain full self-government, ff_

_':i Your Delegation believes that if the people of Micronesla are to "

_,_-_ preserve their identity and individuality and obtain full self-confldence

#.i_ and human dignity, the means must be established whereby the values,

:': i, traditions, and cultures of _Kcronesia are preserved. Your Delegation LJ

/_i_I maintains that only a Government of Micronesia, internally self-governing _-_-.-rl

with full Microneslan control of all its branches, can adequately _

-_ preserve the Mlcroneslan heritage, and enhance the identity, individuality, '_

j
and dignity of the people of Ntcronesia.

F i

Under our present quasi-colonial status, the identity, individuality, !

and dignity of the people of Micronesia are being suppressed. American

-....:.._ power and influence are currently so dominant in Micronesla that Micro- i_)

._ , nesia and its people are being "Americanized" at an ever-lncreaslng (_!

U
rate. This is having a tremendous effect upon all aspects of Micronesian

llfe and society, and it will be impossible to control this influence until {")

_-:' the people of Micronesla can establish their own government.

Your Delegation believes for the above reasons, that self-government

: is essential for Micronesia, and that it is extremely important that it ,.
I

1 be achieved as soon as possible. So long as the present system is t2
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_ ' ° maintained, and the United States influence on Mlcronesian life and

i_i _ society Is allowed to grow unchecked, our ability to preserve the d,_nity

._ [-_ and identity of the people of Micronesla will be severely hindered.

•_ _i Your Delegation is confident that _he views here expressed conform,

:_i "_ in the most part, to the views and desires of the Congress of Micro-

_;_ nesla, and the people of Micronesia. This matter was discussed in the

I_7__!__ _: Report of the Future Political Status Commission. This concern is also

_ shared by the 1970 United Nations Visiting Mission, which made

__j the following statement in its report to the Trusteeship Council:

i I_ "The people of Micronesia are far from alone in
_, wishing to preserve the unique qualities of their

?: ;i f% own way of life; while achieving the benefits of

_i _ _/ the modern world. But the very size and power of
_i_i the United States inevitably has under the existing

constitutional relationship a large and rapidly

I_ Increasing impact on, with consequential changes! to, many aspects of Micronesian society. Such an

impact may well take place in spite of the inten-

tions of the Administering Authority itself; and

for that matter it must be said that by no means

_ all Micronesians are opposed to the changes it
brings. Nevertheless_ the people of Micronesia

i would clearly be in a better position to decide
._ themselves on any limitations to external influences

on their way of life if the Government of Micro-

F! nesiawere._,.,in their hands. This would, moreover,_^_=fu_ _,_-acco[dance ........the letter and the

spirit of the Charter and the Trusteeship Agree-

i ment. It is for these reasons that, In spite of
{-_ the reluctance of many of the Micronesians whom

( ' the Mission met to contemplate any early change

; in the status of the Trust Territory, the Visiting
[!'-i Mission feels that it would be desirable for the

L.: people of Micronesia to determine their future
status sooner rather than later."

!

i
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• Matters for Consideration by the Congress of Micronesia

ii It is difficult to say when, or how, the dispute over Micronesia's

-,4 future political status will be resolved. Whether that resolution will _I
'i

_ come "sooner rather than later" is likewise beyond the control of your

Delegation. But the fact that negotiations so far have not resulted in

•:_ an agreement, does not mean that the Congress of Micronesia's activity

:._ in this area should be suspended or postponed. On the contrary, for as .

.,! long as the current impasse continues, the Congress must take steps to

"_ see that the day-to-day operations and the year-to-year budgets and the

.._ long-term planning of the Administering Authority are not pointing
•L]

_ :_ Micronesians towards a political and economic dependence which will

_:_ foreclose their right to "self-government or independence."

':ii There are steps which should be taken now to increase the degree of

.i self-government in Micronesia and to protect future generation's freedom

and power of choice.

•_:_ Whatever their disagreements - and they are considerable - about

Micronesia's future political status, the Administering Authority,

_ Micronesian representatives, and the United Nations have all agreed that
'_i

" ', Micronesia must eventually be self-governing. No matter what the name
';
.J

:_':_! or, the nature of Micronesia's future political status, it will surely

provide for more self-government than presently exists in Micronesia.
i •

_ Because any likely change in status will require further self-

government, and because more Micronesian control is already necessary

i to check the American influence on Micronesia's llfe and social system,

"_ ] it is necessary that certain interim steps be undertaken now to increase

i
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i! self-government, to point this trusteeship in the direction of self-

._ government. We mu2t begin our transition to self-government now, even

_ though the final nature of this government - Free Association Independence,

' Commonwealth - has not yet been decided.

_i Some of the transitional changes which your Delegation believes

i _ should be considered are alien to the American system of government,
[A

especially to the doctrine of separation of powers. They are designed

,i f" i to increase the policy making influence of the elected representatives

_ of the people of Micronesia. It is these representatives who should

_ have an eve r- in c teas ing ro le in t_e af falrs of the Gove_ment of _,icro-

- , nesla, in the executive branch as well as in the legislative, and at

both the territorial and district levels.

! I_! Your Delegation believes that the doctrine of separation of pow_:rs

' has long been applied in an exaggerated form in Micronesia, and has at

times been used as a rationalization for limiting the powers of the

Congress of Micronesla and the District Legislatures. That doctrine is

_J designed for a system of government in which the executive and legis-

_ r_ lative branches are approximately equal in power, and where both are

responsible to the people. This is simply not the case in Micronesi=.

i :_i The 1970 United Nations Visiting Mission made a similar observation on

this matter in its report to the Trusteeship Council. It stated:

"...It seems to the Visiting Mission, as indeed it
i did to its predecessors, that there is a good case

, for considering whether the rigid application of the

theory separation powers, more
of the of formulated

than two hundred years ago in radically different

circumstances, is the best possible basic constitu-

tional theory to apply to a scattered island
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community ....Micronesians would be well advised

to give more thought to simplification as well as

decentralization of their system of government.

'"::_ It is obvious to any observer that one of Micro-

nesia's greatest problems is to try to weld _j
_, together the scattered and diverse populations

which constitute the Trust Territory. One must
ask whether any system of government dedicated _{

i to a separation of governmental power, Itself
J

predicated on the existence in a society of

_!:,_ important groups contending for power, is really _

the best framework in which such a society as: Micronesla's should be obliged to make its major

political and economic decisions." _.

u
; The transitional changes which the Congress of Micronesia should
.i

! consider, and upon which it might want to take action immediately, fall _

...._ into two general categories: those relating to the central or territorial

r)
:! level, and those relating to the district level.

Territorial Level
L)

I. Executive Council. At the territorial level, the most

important change the Congress should consider is the creation of an j

Executive Council. .The Executive Council would consist of the High ;_

:_ Commissioner (as Chairman or President), members of the Congress of
_

•._! Microne_ia, and senior officers of the Administration. Preferably,

:_ the representatives of the Congress of Micronesia would compose at

:i least fifty percent of the voting membership. The function of the• J

:_ Executive Council would be to exercise final declsion-making power in

'_
_i the executive branch of the Trust Territory Government.

Insofar as the Council became a forum for the initial formulation [-)

,_ of policy, it would enable Microneslan representatives to fill a

, constructive role in thework of the executive branch. The functions
.!
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,_ envisioned for the Executive Council could not be fulfilled by a body

4 wholly composed of civil servants. Even if some of these were Micro-

_' nesians, their obligations as civil servants would present them from

_ adequately representing the people of MIcronesia.

2. Approval of Appointments. Another transition_l change which

might be considered at the territorial level is to give the Congress of

,i_ _ Micronesia the power of advlee and consent in the appointment of the

:i _ next High Commissioner, and over appointments to all other key positions
°;!

"_ in the Trust Territory Administration. The latter was recommended by

i_? the Committee on Government Organization of the Congress of Micronesiaij
;I in its report lest July, but to date no action has been taken in this

regard.

:" (-i 3. Legislative Control of Budget. Another transitional change

: might be for the United States Congress to Immediately match the amount

_ I _"
" i of locally-generated revenues collected by the Congrees of Micronesla,
,i ,j

_I and to allow appropriation of such amount by the Congress of Micronesia.

-_ This is included in the United States offer of Conmonwealth status,

,_ _:_ but the Congress of Micronesia might consider ,rec°mmending its impl_::enta-

[J tion at this time, since the present invol_ement of the Congress of

[_ Micronesia in the apportionment of United States Grant Funds Is purelyt

advisory. In addition, the United States should immedlately enter into

(.)
' [j discussions with the Congress of Micronesia to develop a plan for turning

control for the entire Trust Territory budget over to the Congress of

1 Micronesia as soon as possible.
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!i While the Congress of Micronesia should assume increasing control

IIil of the Trust Territory's policies, appointments, and budgets, self- _

i! government might likewlse be accelerated on the district level. While

i district administrations now function as extensions of the executive

branch, your Delegation .proposes they assume more of the responsibilities

i_ and powers of bona fide district governments. In brief, your Delegation

proposes that what are now district administrations become more like
"4

_! district governments. By making district administrations more like

!_ district governments and by making the district governments answerable
:ii

-_ to the people, Micronesia's valued heterogeneity could be safeguarded.

:ii. Just as the Congress of Micronesia's Involvement in the central govern-

ii ment will safeguard the over-all Micronesian identity, reorganized

-:.i district governments could safeguard the interests, identities, and _

traditions of the individual districts. _._

_ FurtherSte_sonStatus _l

" There are certain measures directly related to status which your

i.:_ Delegation requests the Congress of Micronesia to consider:

!i (a) Convening of a Micronesian Constitutional Convention.

...._._ Under all three alternative statuses which have thus far

._ been discussed, the internal structure of the Covernment of
1

Micronesia would be determined in the most part by the people

of Micronesia through a Constitutional Convention The

•_ Congress of Micronesia might consider the possibility of #_
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_ convening a Micronesia_ Constitutional Convention in the near

_': [_ future, before the final political status is chosen. Such

a Convention, consisting of members of the Congress of Micro-
:(--

i_!_ _ nesia and additional members specially elected to it, would

_i _, not make final decisions regarding the internal structure of

_i government or the future political status ; but it would

_ _ discuss, in detail, the various alternatives open to Micro-

:i,i nesia and probably make formal recommendations. The major

i_ _ advantage to calling such a Convention before the final

status question is decided is that it would involve a much

larger number of Micronesians in determining their future

_ political status.
Because the deliberations of the convention would

-!_ _ be public, It would provide an excellent forunn for discussion

and for increasing the tmderstznding and awareness of the

_i general public of the status question. When the Conventionk

i '._ was over, and its members had returned to their homes, the

:_ level of discussion in the districts would be much higher,

_ _ and many more people would be aware of the alternative forms

'i

of government available to Micronesia, before they were

requested to make a final decision on their future. In fact,

ii _ this would seem to be the best means of political education
i_ available to Micronesia at the present tlme.
:1

Congress might consider appointing a Constitutional

• Drafting Committe_ to prepare basic constitutional draft
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•i proposals for consideration by the Convention.
I

_ (b) Survey on the Economic Implications of Free Association
and Independence

Whatever its political status, the Government of Micronesia

•-_ will be expected to account for a much larger share of the cost

of operating a government and providing government services

-d than it does at present. The State of Micronesia's economy - N

_ its current underdevelopment and its ultimate potential --have

a crucial bearing on the Trust Territory's political future. [_

The state of the econon;y will also influence the amount of!

financial assistance required from outside sources for some _I

time in the future. This indeed is a "practical consideration"

:ii which must be dealt wlth by the Congress of _cronesia.

! The economic policies of the United States in Vicronesla C)

! have lacked any real long term goals and objectives, despite

• the fact that the United States is obligated under the Trustee- __I
"i

ship Agreement to "promote the economic advancement and self-

sufficiency of the inh=oitants " Your Delegation recommends LJ
i

J_ that the Congress of Mlcronesia consider establishing a special I,_
LJ

committee _, 'uct an economic survey determining a viable
I
d

! economic plan which is directed toward Micronesian self- [)

sufficiency. This study should include possible investment by

and trade agreements with countries other than the United La

States. It should also have as one of its major goals the _

deteri:,inatlon of the amount of outside financial assistance _
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which will be necessary to support the Government of Micronesia

during the time before Mlcronesia becomes self-sufficient.

(c) Expert Legal Assistance.

I_, Your Delegation believes that the discussions between

(!i representatives of the United States Government and the
LJ

Congress of Micronesia have now reached the stage where, no

_! matter what form of political status is finally decided upon,

the Congress of Micronesla should consider obtaining outside

(;I
I;.i., expert legal assistance. The major task in any future

(-_ discussions or negotiations will be to convince the United

U
States Government of the validity and rightness of the Micro-

[C_ neslan position, a task that will require spending a great

_,_i_ amount of time in Washington talking to members of the United
•c_#,

.i

_! _ii_ States Congress and the Executive departments. It therefore

' !_ might be useful to retaln a law firm to asslst in thiswork.

_i L_i (d) United Nations Participation.

of the United States and Micronesia, your Delegation remains

• [_! aware of the need for, and desirability of, United Nations
_q

:_:!_J involvement in activities relating to Micronesia's future

political status. The current deadlock in our negotiations -

i__ (_*) the conflict between American and Micronesian positions -

particularly calls for a heightened United Nations attention

_ i_
. L/_ to the problems of this Trusteeship. Your Delegation recommends

;?_/_ that the Congress call the attenclon of the United Nations to.i

J
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J the circumstances described in this report and solicits United
c ,..

;i Nations' study of and counsel in this dispute. Your Delega-

-_ tion further acknowledges the Special Committee on Decoloniza-

?_i_!?<_i tion's interest in conditions in the Trust Territory and its

i desire to examine circumstances here at first hand. For its "_
part, your Delegation urges such scrutiny by the Special

i:I Committee.

I

, Apart from the role it takes in the settlement of the

:4, underlying debate about status, the United Nations can be of __.

assistance in other ways: through its explanation of the --_
i

issues and questions involved In the termination of the Trustee- -

_ ship and through its involvement in a program of political

, education and information for the people of the Trust Territory.

(e) Further Deliberation and Action on Status. L)

i Your Delegation believes ti_at, despite the differences ._

described in this report, there is some advantage in continuing _-!I

i negotiations with the United States. In addition to further i_,

I dialogue with representatives of the executive branch of the
United States Government, there is the posslol±l_y of dis- t

LJ

cussions with members of the United States Congress who, c'-
I

although not represented in the May talks, must eventually _J

endorse any change in Micronesia's political status. In any r _

, case your Delegation believes that the Congress of Micronesia

ought to consider each of the political alternatives on its

merits, decide which to endorse, and take steps, or authorize

_ .LJ
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a delegation of members to take steps, leading to Its
r

achievement. In short, there are now three alternative

arrangements before the Congress and, in order to proceed
any further towards a resolution of the status question, the

! _ Congress must indicate what its future intentions are.

' Sums,atZ

.,_ Your Delegation must end, as it began, by noting that this was not

• f_ the first report on Micronesia's future political status, willnor it
_Jt ,

1

._ last. The negotiations reported upon were not Intended to be
be the

Illi final, although .the range of disagreement was probably much wider than

'_ either Delegation had expected to encounter.

'i There is a disagreement about Micronesia's future and this means

i [._ that the Microneslan leaders must continue their efforts to see that the

", right of the people of Micronesla to determine their _n political future

_) will be protected and respected. Because of this disagreement, we must

. continue to think of our eventual political status, not only as a

i t!3 negotiated future goal, but as a freedom that must be provided for,

[j"'i planned for, and defended, ever? day.

.4
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Iii_ The Charter of the United Nations and the Trusteeship Agreement are

i _ silent on the procedures to be followed for the termination of the

_i Trusteeship Agreement and for the establishment of a new status after the

i _I_i Agreement ceases to be in effect. However, one point which is quite
clear is that the approval of both the Security Council of the United

, Nations and of the United States must be obtained before the Trusteeship

ii Agreement can terminated. These are the parties that brought the
be

,i Agreement into being and it is they _ho must approve its te_,_inatlon.
-I

_;_ Beyond this, there is no legally binding procedure which must be

Ij_
! followed. It might be argued that, since the present Trusteeship differs

i_ il from all others in being a "strategic trust", there is also no precedent

to be followed in regard to the manner of its termination. Such an

J argument, however, would seem to have little 'basis. The obligations
,I

i-_ assumed by the Administering Authority under Article 6, Paragraph I, of
J the Trusteeship Agreement are the same as those assumed by other adminis-

[_i tering authorities under other trusteeships. It therefore s_ems likely

that the United Nations will insist that precedents established in the

_'i termination of other trusteeships shall generally be followed. The only

_ major distinction between the strategic trust and other trusts relates

_, to the organ of the United Nations which assumed the functions of the

_i United Nations relating to that trust. The Security Council, rather than

the General Assembly, has responsibility for the strategic trust.
I
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Role of the United Nations

A number of general observations can be made on the role of the

United Nations in the termination of the Trusteeship Agreement:

i. It is generally agreed that the Security Council must pass

a resolution to formally declare the Trus_:eeship Agreement terminated,

that such a resolution requires an affirmative vote of nine of the

fifteen members of the Council, and that there must not be a negative !7p_

vote from any of the five permanent members.

_i 2. In approving the final termination of the agreement, if the

choice of the people of Micronesia is something less th_n full

• Independence, such as Free Association with the United States, the L_

i United Nations is likely to take a greater interest in the details

of the constitutional provisions and the form of the government to •

make sure that it is what the people truly want. The issue is likely _]
LJ

to arise as to whether, under the terms of the Free Association,

Micronesia is _ruly self-governing. There is reason to believe that

the United Nations would not approve the termination if Micronesia
t

were to become a non-self-governing territory, such asGuam. It Is

_ also likely that the United Nations will apply the same definitions

of "self-governing" and "non-self-governing" with respect to Micro-

nesia as it has applied during recent years in similar cases. U

3. In final termination, if the choice is something less than

complete independence, such as a form of association with the United

i States, the United Nations is not likely to approve of the termina- _

tion unless the form of association has strong approval of the Congress

0i A-2i
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•_ of Micronesia and endorsement of the people of Hicronesia through a

, plebiscite.

_I_! 4. As to the possible role of the United Nations prior to the

_: :_._ conducting of a plebiscite, there has been precedence for an informa-
U

, tion program being formed Jointly by the administering authority and

'i 'fi the United Nations. Thus, if the Congress of Micronesia and the

United States requested that the United Nations become Involv _ at

, some stage in the clarification of options before a plebiscite is

held, such a request migh/t be considered by the United Nations in a

i sympathetic way.

[ Another issue which should be mentioned is whether, after termination
L

._ of the Trusteeship Agreement, Micro_esia could obtain assistance from the

United Nations as a free associated state. As a free associated state,

'_ M/cronesia would be eligible to receive limited assistance in the area of

economic development, particularly in fellowships and services of experts.
!
i [_ As to the status of Micronesla within the United Nations, it would depend

:_ upon the United States, but it may be possible for Micronesla to send its

.; ._ own delegation to technical conferences. Also, it may be possible for the

_..1 United States to agree to have a representative of Micronesia participate

_ [_j as a member of the United States Delegation; but as a member of that

_ ._ Delegation, he would be restricted from expressing an independent Micro-

_i nesian point of view.

N
i LJ Conduct of Plebiscite

I ._ The necessity of conducting a plebiscite to obtain the approval of
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i!_ the people of Micronesia to both their internal Constitution and to the

;_ Compact of Free Association between the United States and Micronesia was
I I t"_

i

._ discussed in Chapter II of this report. ,...:

_! As a matter of precedent, the United States, as administering (._

.t_J

",._ authority, has the obligation to adminit_i:erthe plebiscite. It is

'/_ generally agreed by all concerned that any plebiscite conducted would _

t

..i bemonltored or observed by the Trusteeship Council of the United Nation_o

..:_ The Trusteeship Council's major role is to see that the issues are under- :..!
i
)

:i stood and that the plebiscite is held fairly and Justly. In other wor<: ,
i
I they want to ensure that the right of the people to participate is ,J
I

i protected, that they know what they are doing, and they do it without f]
--..._ _.j
' I

restraint.
¢
: '}
ii Your Delegation recogi_izes that the plebiscite will be of the utmost '

importam_a to the people of Micronesia, since through it they will be

making a decision on their future. Your Delegation therefore believes

.I
that it is essential to the success of the act of self-determination that -_

:} the Micronesian people have complete trust and confidence in the adminis-
:i

-:_ tration of the plebiscite. ITherefore, your Delegation recommended in its i

._ position statements during the discussions that the United States Govern-

:I ment should give consideration to appointing a nominee of the Congress of ....j

i
: Micronesia as Plebiscite Administrator, or alternatively, to appointing ,.i
!

i such a nominee and an American as a Joint Plebiscite Administrators. _

'! Other details relating to the plebiscite, including the drafting of :
I L.J

i the questions, shoul?; be worked out by the United States Goverrnnent and

i the Congress of Micronesia before they are submitted to the United Nations. _ I
_ U
1
I
1 '
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ii One specific issue which must be resc_ived is whether to include
Independence as a choice on the ballot even if the United States Govern-

_ _.. ment and the Congress of Micronesia agree to a status of Free Association.
,_ It has been argued that it would be extremely difficult for the United

_ _ Nation_ to recognize an act of self-determlnatlon by the people of Micro-

nesla which did not offer, the people of Micronesia at least the option of

•i Independence.

:.!
D_t Alternative Procedural Routes

In recognition of the requirements which must be met in establishing
• ir-i
i [.; a procedure for the termination of the Trusteeship Agreement and Trustee-

,'..i

_ ship Status, and the numerous possibilities which might arise, your

!, -- Delegation presented two general alternative routes during the May talks

_i by which Mlcronesia could advance to self-governme;._.tin free association

' th the United States

(a) First Alternative. Under tile first alternative, Micronesia

_ would become independent when the Trusteeship Agreement ceased to be
! in force and then immediately enter into a free association with the

'_ United States, the detailed provisions of,.which would have been

)I agreed upon by both parties in advance• Under this procedure, the

i! _i . Consti_utlon of Micronesia would gain its legal force from an act of

I the Micronesisn people themselves, through their representatives in

i, the Constitutional Convention. The Convention would adopt the
',I

!, _ Constitution and declare it to be the Supreme Law of Micronesia from

_i the date at which the Trusteeship Agreement ceased to be in force,

• t
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1"7:'_ subject, of course, to its prior approval ,by the people of

;i!i Micronesia. The Constitution could be amended only in accordance

'i'_I, with the procedure that was prescribed by its own provisions; and.I, ._

United States law would be in force in Micronesia only to the

0_}i! extent that was provided by the Constitution or by laws made under ,.

:I it.

The adoption of this procedure would seem desirable on many

:!
counts from the Microneslan point of view. It would also have

4 substantiaI advantages for the United States. In recent years
i

; opinion in the United Nations has hardened on the issues of
i J

! "independence" and "self-government". When the United Nations is

j asked to accept any alternative to Independence, it requires to be

.;:}i_ convinced that the status proposed will be entered into freely by

the people directly concerned. If it were proposed that Micronesia

should proceed from Trusteeship to Independence and then, as a ,,]' L
_ sovereign power, sign a Compact for Free Association with the United

1

_i States, doubts in the United Nations Would be greatly reduced. In L

:_i other words, the adoption of this procedure would, in your Deleg.a-
I

/, t
:,i tion's opinion, greatly facilitate the procedure for the termln_nn

5!i:I of the Trusteeship Agreement. r_
-_::_ Despite the "moment of independence" envisioned in this

i procedure, your Delegation is certain that the lust interests of

_ both Micronesia and the United States could be fuliy safeguarded

, :-_
within this procedural framework, if both sides continue to work _j

': together in a spirit of friendship and cooperation.

1
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! (b) Second Alternative. Under the second alternative, Free

i Association between Micronesla and the United States would become

! F effective at the moment the Trusteeship Agreement ceased to be in
Lj

force. _Is alternative seems to be beset with many potential

[ii difficulties because complex legal questions might arise.

Under thls procedure, the Constitution of Micronesla could be

i framed by a Microneslan Constitutional Convention. It would seem,

i _:_ however, that the Constitution so framed could gain legal forceF
i _i only through an act of, or under authority of, the United States

_i Congress. Your Delegation is aware that undertakings might be given,

and procedures be adopted, to minimize or perhaps even remove, the

_! danger that the Constitution adopted in Micronesla might be changed

in the United States. It is aware, too, that the procedure for

1 subsequent amendment of the Constitution might require the express!

consent of Micronesia to any proposed amendment_ given in accordance

i with due constitutional process. Yet your Delegation remains uneasy
9

, as to the manner in which such procedures might work, because it
[ 4

appears that under thla method the United States Congress might

j retain certain legislative power in respect of Micronesla, including

_i the power to amend the Constltutlon.
Your Delegation therefore stated in its discussions that it

.would not accept the second alternative procedure outlined above for

the enactment of a Constitution, unless a firm assurance could be

obtained on three points:

A-7
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_:-_ (1) That the Constitution, as adopted by the Convention,

' 8
! would not be amended by the United States; ,.

' (2) That the Constitution should not be required to be

consistent with the Constitution of the United States; and L.)

(3) That the power of amendment of the Constitution 8

', should not be limited by a requirer_ent of consistency with the

8• i
? Constitution of the United States.
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i APPENDIX B: OPENING STATEMENT FROM THE MICRONESIAN DELEGATION
T

! I. It may assist the discussions if, at this opening meeting, a

general statement is made of the position of the Micronesian Delegation.

2. First of all, I would like to refer briefly to Senate Joint

: Resolution No. 63, which defined the functions of the Political Status

: Delegation. That Resolution directed the Delegation "to identify the

i
_ -! major political, legal and administrative questions which will have to

i [-i be decided in the event that _.£icronesia chooses to enter into free
; association with the United States, and !Ike_Ise those which will have

I to be decided if Mlcronesla chooses to become an independent state."

• Those are our f_mctlons_ and those are their limits: to examine questions

_! a relating to free association and to independence; and to report back to

, _ Congress.
: 3. We hope tha_ the United State_ Delegation will be able to make

i _ a parallel statement in regard to its o_rn position.

, 4. In the course of our deliberatlonsp we have reached certain

_ conclusions as to how the functions of the Delegation can be moot effectively

: _;i performed during the current series of meetings. We do not think that it3

' [-J would be profitable to center discussion upon an examination of any of the

I,] draft bills that have been prepared for possible introduction in the United

States Congress. We propose, instead, that there should be a broad survDy

Independence - and of the procedures that could best be followed in order

1 [_.!; tO resolve them.
l
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5. At this point, I should perhaps make one cc_ent on a matter of

, procedure. We recognize that on some issue_ the position of one delega-

i
tion may present difficulties to the other. We suggest that, after

examination of any such difficulties, the meeting should proceed to the _J

next item on its agenda. In other words, we suggest that all the items q

! that may be placed on our agenda should be discussed before we finally

return to any unresolved problems.

6. In llne with this approach, the Political Status Delegation has

decided that I should state the basic conditions that it believes must J

govern its work and underlie Its report to Congress. A proposal for free
J

association between Micronesla and the United States must recognize and

be in accordance with the foll_;ing principles and legal rights:

(a) That sovereignty in Micronesla resides in the people of

Micronesla _md their duly constituted government;
u

(b) _,a£ the people of }_eronesia possess the right of

seif-_eter_.._nation and may therefore choose independence or

self-govern_ent in free association with any nation or
organization of natlons_

(c) That the people of Micrones!a have the right to adopt their o_m
constitution and to m_end, change or revoke any constitution or u
governmental plan at any time; and

free ass_ciatlon should •be in the form of a revocable(d) That
compact, terminable unilaterally by either party.

7. In stating the_e fundamental principles and claiming these legal N

rlgh£s, we are not _nmlndful of practical considerations. We recognize

that the for_ in whlch ez_pression might be given to them will be affected

by political, economic, financial and other factors° But recognition of
n

the rights and principles themselves is an essential - a nonnegotiable - b

D1
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1 component of any acceptable scheme for free association between

'_i'_iii Micronesia and the United States. If the United States should _,eunable, or unwilling, to recognize each and all of thegn, the DelegationI
I

., {j would be compelled, in accordance with its term_ of reference, to
i

• .i f_":_ examine the question of independence.

._ 8. There would seem to be two alternative routes by which MIcronesia?

:il•<}.i_ could advance to self-government in free association with the Unite_

._ States. The first is direct and, from the Micronesian point of view,

:i presents few pitfalls; the second is tortuous and beset by difficulties.
!i '
I ["

"'Ii First Alternative

9. Micronesia would become independent when the Trusteeship

iI Agreement ceased to be in force and then immediately enter into a free

'"_!ii_!' association _¢Ith the United States, the detailed provisions of which

_ would ha_,e been agreed upon by both parties in advance.

•4 I0. Under this procedure, the Constitution of Micronesia could gain
.,_ [

.! ....

{_ its legal force from an act of the Micronesian people themselves, through

i_ili! their representatives in the Constitutional Convention. The Convention
•16;_

would adopt the Constitution and declare it to be the Supreme Law of

!
J Micronesia from the date at which the Trusteeship Agreement ceased to be

' [} in force The Constitution could be amended only in accordance with theI -

}i procedure that was prescribed by its own provisions; and United States

/i / law would be in force in Micronesia only to the extent that was provided_ by the Constitution or by laws made under it. '

Ii ll. The adoption of this procedure would seem desirable on many counts

121
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i from the Micronesian point of view. It would also have substantial

0
advantages for the United States. In recent years opinion in the United

Nations has hardened on the issues of "independence" and "self-

._ government". When the United Nations is asked to accept any alternative ,J

to independence, it requires to be convinced that the status proposed ]
I

will be entered into freely by the people directly concerned. If it

were proposed that Micronesia should proceed from trusteeship to

independence and then, as a sovereign power, sign a compact for free

association wq.th the United States, doubts in the United Nations would

be greatly reduced. In other words, the adoption of the procedure here .-]
d

: being suggested would, in our opinion, greatly facilitate the procedure

B-_i for the termination of the Trusteeship Agreement.

12. We are certain, moreover, that the Just interests both of

, Micronesia and of the United States could be fully safeguarded within

this procedural framework, provided we continue to work together in a ,

spirit of friendship and cooperation. We know that this will remain the

spirit displayed by the Congress of Micronesia, and we are confident r!]

• " !

j that it will also be the spirit in which the United States Government acts

_i towards ........

Second Alternative iI

, 13. Free association between Micronesia and the United States could

i.-: become effective at the moment the Trusteeship Agreement ceased to be in

:, force. 'I

?i 14. A decision in favour of this method would be compatible with J-i

:i
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the framing of a Constitution by a Microneslan Constitutional Convention.

,_! It would seem, however, that the Constitutlon so franed could gain legal

force only through an act of, or under the authority of, the United
jr", \

ii I_'_ States Congress. We are aware that undertakings might be given, and

i [_ procedures be adopted, to minimize - or perhaps remove - the danger that

<!

_ the Constitution adop ....
......,_in Micronesia might be changed in the United

_/_ _ States. We are aware, too, that the procedure for subsequent amendment

i' of the Constitution might require the express consent of Micronesla to

"- any proposed amendment, given in accordance with due constitutional

_ process. Yet we remain uneasy as to the manner in which such procedures

would work. We would not favour the adoption of this procedure for the!;!

given on three points:

.i ! ' (a) That the Constitution, as adopted by the Convention, would not
, =_ be amended by the United States;
i

i i_i_i (b) That the Constltutlon should not be required to be consistentwith the Constitution of the United States; and

_i (c) That the power of amend. ,_.t of the Constitution should not be

_i i_ limited by a requirement of consistency with the Constitution
._ of the United States.
!

[_ 15, Therp =_= hn,........ _=-matters associated with the adoption

j ,_ of this method of transition from trusteeship to free association that

'1 _ cause the Delegation considerable disquiet. It would appear that the

I-'_} United States Congress might retain legislative power in respect of _iicro-

:ii! ILi!!_i nesia, including the power to amend the Constitution. The scope and

effect of such powers would therefore require careful examination.
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16. Now, I should like to turn to some other aspects of the

_ problem we are considering - that of transition from United Nationsi
i Trusteeship to free association with the United States. _

J
17. First_ I should like to consider the legislation that it will kJ

q be necessa_ for the United States Congress to pass. You will realize r]
J

, that ve are not thinking in terms of an Organic Act and that we are not

to consider a draft hill of that character. We are f the _iauthorized

:i
opinion that United States legislation will be required for three main

purposes: .I
!I

(a) The creation of authority for the various steps that must be -]

taken before the Trusteeship Agreement ceases to be in force; .i

(b) The termination of existing United States powers in Mieronesia
when Trusteeship ends; and

uJ

(c) The creation of the p_ers necessary for United States

participation In the agreed form of free association. [!
-i _J

These subjects, I realizer have been stated rather baldly; but they will

gain substance from the remainder of my remarkm. _

: 18. Let me n_ consider s_e of the subjects on which action - either

.! executive or legislative - will be required during the transition period. _

: I shall list them rather briefly adding comment only where it seems -]Ai

! essential at this stage in our discussions:

(a) The establishment of a Constitutional Conventlon_ ]

(b) The making of provision for a plebiscite under United Nations

supervision. It is our understanding that the administration "_

of such a plebiscite would be a responsibility of the United _j
States, as Administering Authority under the Trusteeship

Agreement. As you will understand, however, the plebiscite
will be an act of the very greatest importance to the Micro-

nesian people, since in it they will, individually as voters, _;

f7
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i_i be making a decision as to their country's future. We, therefore,

ask that the United States Government should give consideration

to appointing a nominee of the Congress of Mtcronesta as its
• _ Plebiscite Administrator or, alternatively, to appointing such

a nominee and an American as joi_ Plebiscite Administrators.

(c) Establishment of a time schedule for the transfer of governance;

i! (d) Transitional changes in the structure of the Executive Branch.
In particular, if free association should be agreed on and

!i c_ should be reached by the procedure envisaged in our first

I_! alterL_ative, it would be necessary to provide for an Executiveto assume office immediately the Trustteeship Agreement ceases

to be in force and for that Executive to consist of a person,

_:-! or persons, associated with the framing of the compact for
_! free association. In other words, authority must exist in

Micronesia at the moment of independence to enable the compact
between the United States and Micronesla to be brought smoothly

Iiii into operation.

(e) The establishment of authority for the settlement of all claims
_I'_ between the Micro_c_Inn people and the United States as Trustee

, L_ (and possibly as successor to Japan as Mandator).

I_ 19. Next, I should llke to refer to a matter on which the V_croneslan

_! Delegation will be seeking information, rather than, at this stage,

If role and function of the United Nations duringexpressing an opinion the

the period leading up to the termination of the Trusteeship Agreement.

I L_ We have, I think, a fair idea of the character of the United Nations'

I"! association with the plebiscite. But, there remain-a number of intricate

questions relating, for example, to the United States' approach to the

United Nations on the various aspects of the transition, to the role of

the various organs of the United Natic_s in the procedure for termination,

_ and so on.

20. Finally, I think I should refer to a subject that might already

i minds. What form of Constitution are the Micronesi_n
be in your own

j people likely to adopt? The Microneslan Delegation realizes, of course,

I B-7
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,j that the United States would be reluctant to enter into a free association

! with a country possessing a form of government that was not democratic

and that did _lotprotect the rights and freedoms of the individual. The )
.I

United States Delegation will equally realize that our belief that the
.I

Microneslan people should make their own Constitution prevents us from

iIJ forecasting, in any detail, wh_t they may decide. However, it is _Jq

possible, I thlnk_ to say enough to satisfy any doubts you may have.,,._

i Our Constitution will contain a Bill of Rights; it will be republican kJ

j and democratic in form. And, of course, American advice will be welcome
t

when we are drafting it and discussing it. Our traditions, though they i
." 'i

:i differ between one part of M!cronesia and another, nowhere incline us _

! j
: towards autocracy; and our association with the United States for more

i than twenty years has firmly committed us to the values of the free "_
:_ LJ
j world.

.._ 21. There is one subject of great importance which I have not .i

mentioned - and on which I do not intend to speak at this stage: the _I

,i actual contents of a compact of free _ssoclation between Micronesia and _J
i

'_ the United S_ates. This is a subject to which, as you know, the Political _l

] Status Delegation has already given some consideration. But It is a

subject of great complexity, which I could not usefully discuss except uJ

" at length. It has .seemed best to the Micronesian Delegation, therefore,

i that we should first ascertain that free association, as we understand ,-_

it, is acceptable to the United States. For, if it is not, its details '_

L3

will become irrelevant; and our talks will, therefore, take a different

i direction - an examination of the gains, of the losses, of the perplexities []

" C21 8 J
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:I that independence might entail. .

"i 22. +But, gentlemen, I cannot permit myself to end on thls negative

V, note. The form of free association that we are seeking is no more than
' i.

that which has been freely granted to countries similar to Micronesia in

L '

I_} other parts of the Pacific, and of the world. It is no more than free

association as the term is understood by the United Nations - the

_!ii"11
•' authority which entrusted the Micronesian people to the care of the

" r++_ United States unt_l they were ready for "independence or melf-government".

The fact that we are seeking the latter of these alternatives - unlike

+ i ' most former Trust Territories - is an indication of our regard for the

_ United States. It would_ indeed, be surprising if agreement were not

i ;:- reached on the basis of the submission that I have made this morning on

! i behalf of the Political Status Delegation of the Congress of Micronesia.

_ t
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APP_-_DIX C: STATEMENT OF PRINCIPLES OF THE UNITED STATES DELECtaTION
IF

_] _e U.S. Delegation w_shes to set forth for the Micronesian
J

Delegation, the Congress of Micronesia and the Micronesian people the

i_ essential elements -- the principles -- of an offer for a new political

I status for Micronesia. This "offer is made in response to the initial

i
i_ statement of intent of the Micronesian Political Status Commission last

I_ April expressing a preference for a status of self-government in free

' association with the U.S. and seeks to take into account subsequent

!_ developments including the discussions and exchanges which have taken

place between the Micronesian and U.S. Political Status Delegations. ItG

i_ is therefore an expression of U.S. views on the total package of rights,
i

I_ obligations and privileges -- for both parties -- which would be

i_ } involved in a political association between the U.S. and Micro_esiao

_, Obviously, some el_ments of this status would be subject to revision,

, particularly in translating these principles into formal proposals.

!i They do, however, provide a basis on which the Un.._._d_States believes a

I future status -- beneficial for both Micronesia and the U.S can be

built.

_] It is the intent of the U.S. offer to provide for Microne_ia those

rights which the United States has always considered at the heart of its

! political system -- the rights to life, liberty and the pursuit of

happiness. The provision for self-government in the U.S. offer -- the

j basic control by Microneslans of all branches of --.
government provides

'_i the people with the opportunity to shape their own identity -- tO protect,

c-1
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preserve and develop a Micronesian culture and way of life. The support

to be provided by the United States for Mtcronesian development, with

priorities set by the _cronesian GOvernment, will give meaning to that

identity; it will give M/cronesia the tools w_th which tO build. Finally

i •the protection provided for Mlcronesia in the U.S. offer will insure

i permanence, security, and stability to the people of Micronesia. Micro-

nesia -- whose history has demonstrated its strategic importance to many

nations -- wlll know, as will the world, that it is assured of U.S.

defense whenever needed and at no cost to itself.

Commonwealth of M/crone_ia

The U.S. offer contemplates M1cronesia becoming a Commonwealth of

the United States, Such an association does not mean a series of treaty

!ii_' relationships between two independent political entities; rather it

involves much closer ties In essence, Micronesla would become a part of

the United States and would as a result assume certain obligations and

receive certain rights and benefits.

This offer would provide Micronesia with internal self-government -_ _i

M1eronesian control in all three b_m_ches of government. It would also f]

define Mlcronesla's relationship with the United States in a manner which _J

we believe is consistent with current Microneslan thinking: neither a iJ

relationship so close as that of a "state" nor one implying future

evolution as is the ease with an "unincorporated territory". Mieronesia _J

would be a Commonwealth in permanent association with the United States. _

Under Commonwealth status, certain powers will be reserved primarily

II[ c-2
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to Micronesla, others will be shared with the U.S. Government, and a few

will be reserved prlmarily to the Federal Government.

: _ Internal Self-Goverra_enr

_ I. Structure o£ the Government -- The UoS. Constltutlonal system

i is based on a republican form of government, with three separate branches

1 and a bill of rights for the protection of the people. These three

:i requirements would have to be met by Micronesia, as they have been by

_ the other political sub-divislons of the United States. Aside from these

_i [=i limits, and minor ones (such as the need for one paramount court for the!

! Commonwealth),, the Microneslan people would be able to establish a

i governmental structure of their own choosing°[I
:_ The method by which these choices would be made by the Micronesian

1_
i _! people should be decided by mutual agreement provided there is prior

! agreement on the basic principles of Micronesia's new status as described

' herein. For example, the Micronesian people could hold a constitutionalI

I. '_ convention to define an internal government structure consistent with the

"i

_. terms of relationship between the C_.;_,_onwealthand the Federal government.

i.[_ Thls _8 only one pe..slb_7 , and others _"- uou±u be considered if the
.I

Congress of Micronesia so wishes. These are_ however, merely questions

I of implementation and not of basic principle.

i [,i 2. Powers of the Commonwealth -- In general, control of Commonwealth

affairs would rest with the Government of M/cronesla. It would decide

! i what roads needed to be built_ what hospitals or utilities provided, what

harbor facilities constructed. It could take steps to protect and further

i

ii
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,,'_ Micronesian culture. The Micronesian Government could crea_e and operate

an educational sy._::tem of its own choostng -- a curriculum fitted to the

needs and traditions of Micronesia -- so long as free and equal education .j

; was provided to all.

r.]The Government of Micronesia would control economic development, i_
t

!, It would be able to provide incentives to agriculture, fishing and
i Industry -- Cog° through loans, tax credits, or subsidies. It would be-'_

i able to establish zoning laws, environmental control regulations and

other requlr_ments, both to restrict the areas wh_::._economic enterprises

•_ may function and the condltle_s under which they may do so. Since _i

!,

:i_ Microneslans would be able to exercise absolute control over the sale _r
' or long-term lease of land to non-Micronesian residents, they would,

therefore, be able to maintain effective control over the activity of [_

'i non-Micronesian investment in the Commonwealth.

; Thus, in terms of local,matters and within the limits of Micronesla's _.i

dependence on financial support from the Federal government, the powers

1 of the Commonwealth government would be extensive.

'!_I, . r-

"__ Relatlon_hip wi_h the _ed_ral Gov_rLl_'I_-Et L]

In an association such as that proposed by the U.S., there would, of
ii

course, also be many areas where the ]urisdlction and responsibility of [j

the Federal and Micronesian Governments would be shared and others where [_

the Federal _overnment would clearly have the predominant if not the

' exclusive role. j

t
t
.i
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i. Shared Responsibilities

A. Legislative Power -- In the absence of U.S. or Micronesian

[_ Constitutional limitations or applicable U.S. law, the Congress of

Micronesla would have full legislative authority. It is the intent

[i
of the Federal system to place as much authority and power in the

!I "_ political subdivision as possible. While both the U.S. Congress and

the Congress of Micronesia would have authority to legislate for

i nesia would probably more often result from the Commonwealth seeking

i } benefits of the Federal government than from any effort to apply

-"_ (_ federal regulations Or authority.

iLI
Moreover, to ensure that Micronesia has a voice in any proposed

_ I_ federal legislation affecting the Commonwealth, Micronesia would

have a non-votlng delegate in the House of Representatives. Such a

_ delegate would represent Micronesia on committees and on the House

:i I_ floor, and, depending on his abilities, would also be able to
i L_ exercise considerable influence. The delegate from Puerto Rico
"i

i I_ for examDle_ has been accorded vlrtuallv all the rights and privileges_ ....

i of a Member of Congress except the right to vote.

i [_ With regard to the federal statutes now in effect, Micronesia

.__ would Join in a commission to be appointed by the President which

i l i would survey all such statutes and recommend to the Congress of the

United States those which should be made applicable to the Common-
wealth of Micronesia_ The Commission would also recommend as to

which federal statutes should be made applicable.

C-5



B. Judiciary -- Micronesia would have local courts of its own

choosing which would enforce and interpret local l_¢s. In addition,-4

the U.S. Federal Court system would be expanded to include Micro-

1
nesia. This• would establish a Federal District Court for Micronesia

i:_ wlth jurisdiction over violations in the Commonwealth Of the U.S.

i! Constitution, federal laws or treaties and certain other cases. The
I Circuit Court of Appeals and the Supreme Court of the U.S. would

also be available for appeals both from decisions of the paramount
:i

Commonwealth Court and of the Federal District Court.
i

C. Taxation and Budgetary Support -- The U.S. offer would make =.}
1

i U.S. federal income taxes applicable to Micronesia, with the ])
, iJ

additional proviso that all such taxes collected in Micronesla

" would b_ retained for disbursement by the Commonwealth. Alternatively, _}

federal income taxe_ could be made Inapplicable In Micronesia, but

since this would result in a substantial reduction in potential [

revenues, the requirement for local taxes would increase. ; __ ._ f_

::_ Regardless of the s_ of the_e taxes, the total of local

_:_ revenues would be matched by an equal sum from the U.S. Treasury

which would be credited to the Treasury of Mtcronesia and would be

['?avai.lable for local appropriation. To the extent that local

:"]_ revenues plus the matching funds might be insufficient to provide

iI for the budgetary needs of the Commonwealth, the U.S. Congress

! would be authorized to appropriate additional funds for specific ._

_i}}i purposes, as needed. Obviously, the larger the local revenues, the

,1
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i! larger the matching fund. Clearly, as the Commonwealth's direct

dependence on the U.S. Congress for monetary support lessens, there

F _" will be fewer limitations for the establishment of economic

• priorities by Micronesians. It is for this reason that local

t_. collection of U.S. federal income taxes appears to be in the interest

: of the Commonwealth.

I_:{ D. Land and Property Control -- All property, re_,! and
!

' [i personal includlng all of the so-called pubilc lands no_ held or

.: controlled by the Trust Territory would be turned over to the

If Governmen_ of Mlcronesia. Provision would be made for the U.S.!

:i Goverr_ent to review the need for that land now held under agreement

with the Trust Territory Government and to enter into new agreements

: Ill for those lands considered necessary for the public purposes
The Government of Micronesia w_uld be free either to retain

.J

• -[.i such public property for the public good or to make it available

i for private owner,_Jhlp. The Government of Micronesia would also be ..,_'..
t

:! Lj free, of course, to establish Commonwealth eminent domain procedures.

i In the event the Federal government should have need for an

!I i
._i interest in land in F:[cronesia for public purposes, It would first

I seek to acquire such interest through negotiations with the owner

thereof. Any long-term use or acquisition would require prior

i; approval by a Mlcronesian commlo_ion. If unable to obtain required

. interest in land in this manner, the Federal government would have

[_ the right to inform the chief executive of the Commonwealth of its

_ needs and the terms of compensation considered equitable. Thls

" C-7
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proposal would be forwarded to the Congress of Micronesla for

i review both as to need and adequacy of compensation. Disputes

between the Federal government and the Congress of Micronesia ._
'i

concerning compensatlon would be referred to the paramount Common-

wealth Court. Further review could be had in the Federal District
_J

• Courtp and thence, as appropriate, to the Court of Appeals for the

i Ninth Circuit. Appeal procedures would also be available for the

individual whose property is involved. Any property acquired by -

the Federal government through such procedures would only be for _I

public purposes and would revert to the original owner or his heirs _I

five years after it ceased to be so used. These procedures would be

unique to the C_mmonwealth, with no other political subdivision of _I

the U.S. being accorded the same extent of review and consultation, ___
: I

in particular, the right of review by the legislature. :J

E. Other Areas of Shared Jurisdictlon -- A number of Federal

agencies might become involved in various aspects of Commonwealth

r_

affairs. In many cases such involvement would be in the form of _j

programs of assistance, Guch as in health and education, which the

Cc_monwealth would be free to seek or no_ as i_ sa_ fit; naturally, __;[!
, j

if such assistance were sought the accompanying conditions would r_,

il
also have to be met. In other areas, such as those covered by the

Federal regulatory agencies, Microneela would be subject to and r)

benefit from certain rules and standards and regulations in the

interests of safety, health, and the welfare of its people. Micro- "':i

i i\! nesian interests would thus be coordinated not only in the total U.S.

L:
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PiCture, but internationally as well. Micr°nesiats voice would be

heard prior to decisions on such matters. As noted above. Micro-

!._! neslans _'P:[IIalso part_clpate In a commlss_on to examine existing

U.S. statutes and to make recommend_tlons as to their appllcablllty
to Micronesla.

i 2. Areas Reserved for th_ Federal Government

A. _ -- The President is responsible for the

formulation and implementation of foreign policy for all of the

United States -- the states, the territories and Puerto Rico. This

would be true of Micronesla as well. The President, using the power

i I and prestlge °f the Unlted States as a _Fh°le' seek_ t_ _°ll_ a

.!i policy or policies which will bring benefits to the people as a

iii i whole.

Although this power is re_erved to the Federal governme_ , thi_

does not mean that Micronesia would be cut off from the outside

i , world or forbidden direct contacts with foreign individuals and

I i officials: quite the contrary. So long as Commonwealth interests

ii_ in such contacts are cons istent wlth U.S. natlonal pollcy, the

Federal government would assist and encourage the Co.r_nonwealth

government. This would be particularly true with regard to Micro-

(_ nesian efforts to increase commercial contact, whether in terms of

( trade or tourism, and would also eXtend to cultural contacts and

i other mmtters. Where policy is directly involved, Microneslan

v_ews would be welcomed and would receive sympathetic attentlon.

_il I There is an office in the State Departmen-t specifically responsible

if! !
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for assisting states, territorie_ and commo_ealths in making.

legitimate contacts and in insuring their views are heard•

:j B. Defense -- Microneslan security would be assured in a climate ,

_! that would for the first time guarantee genuine self-government.

"'I Moreover, the costs of such security which would be immense for an _

i;ii area the size of Micronesia, will be borne by the U.S. and will not

':! be a drain on Micronesian internal development• Moreover, being

J part of the United States is not likely to make Micronesia more of il.i
.t
,_ a targeg; in view of modern strategic weaponry_ any attack against

the United States would almost certainly concentrate on major iJ
.!

population and industrial center_, thus bypassing Mlcrone_ia.
, 0
] C. Status of Micronesians -- Micronesians would in effect be

_' offered a choice between two statuses. The U.S• pro!_.osalwould f_

provide the current citizens of the Trust Territory with the status

_ of U.S. nationals, but they could by simple application to the

Federal Court, become U.S. citizens. These are the only two types

i! of status existing in the U.S. system (aside from resident aliens).
!

1 This would not preclude the Commonwealth from establishing crlter_a

! for legal residency in Micronesla.

D. Freedom of Trade and Travel and Equality for All wlthln the "_

I U.S The U.S Constitution provides for freedom of trade and

{

_ travel between all parts of the United States; these provisions would _J
1 i

i also extend to Micronesia. This would allow free access into the

U.S. for Micronesian goods, and Micronesian travel for any r_ _son,

including business, studies o:" pleasure.
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J E. Postal I Currency and Banking Regulations -- The Federal

_ Government reserves the right to issue currency and to run the

_-_

(._ postal system, and would include M_[cronesia in that system. Federal

banking laws would also apply to the Commonwealth and would tie it

[i! into the U.S. commercial banking system.

ii
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i APPENDIX D: DRAFT UNITED STATES BILL

• _

CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTION BILL

il _I
;, A BILL

• Jl

:'j

I! TITLE I .
.i CONS TITUTI ONAL CONVENTION D-3

TITLE II CHARACTER OI_ THE CONSTITUTION OF MICRONESIA D-6

TITLE III POLITICAL STATUS OF MICRONESIA D-9

•i TITLE IV PROVISIONS OF A TRANSITIONAL NATURE D-26

4
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'i,! To pro"tde for the creation of a constitutional government by the people

:_ _ of Micronesia, the future political status of the Trust Territory of

_/_ the Pacific Islands and for other purposes.
J

_ Whereas the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands was placed under the

=_ Trusteeship system, established in the Charter of the United Nations,

.._ by means of the Trusteeship Agreement approved by the Security Council

•ii .of the United Nations on April 2, 1947, and the United States Govern-

. ment on July 18, 1947, after due constitutional process; and

[_._ Whereas the United States of America was designated under the terms of

the Trusteeship Agreement as the administering authority of the

_ Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands; and

Whereas the United States has heretofore assumed obligations for the

• _ civil administration of the Trust Territory in accordance with the

[ terms of the Trusteeship Agreement; and

l i Whereas under said Agreement the United States has the authority to

_ extend its laws to the Trust Territory; and

, Whereas the Congress of the United States of America by the Act of June

_i _0, l_4providedth_tuntilCon_r_ss_|l_llfur_herprovideforthe

-. government of the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands, the

. executive, legislative and Judicial authority necessary for the

_'- civil administration of the Trust Territory shall continue to

[_J •reside in such person or persons and shall be exercised in such

i manner and through such agency or agencies as the President of the



, .,_ y

"" United States may direct or authorize; and I!:'

,:_ Whereas by Executive Order numbered 11021, the President of the United _

i_ _ States vested responsibility in the Secretary of the Interior for

_} the civil administration of all the Trust Territory; and

_i :_ Whereas the Congress of Micronesla, the popularly elected legislative

i body of the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands has requested

i! '* " the President and the Congress of the United States to glve con- ".

.: I-_._ slderation to the future political status of the Trust Terrltory', ,,;
_ _! and

:i:_ I,-".i Whereas a Constitutlonal Convention is a basle _ethod of ascertaining the i"i

'_,_ wishes of the people and seeing such wishes reflected in a structure i;

of government ; and

_/ Whereas the Congress deems it appropriate that in the process of developing
_ self-govern_ent, the people of the islands of Micronesia should enjoy

i l certain rights and responsibilities inherent in the representative

form of government;

'"I Be it enacted l_y. the Senate and House of Representatives of the United

! States of America in Congres_ assem_bled, That thls Act may be cited

as "The Microneslan Constitutional Convention and Enabling Act".

_ I_! TITLE I - - CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTION

:I SEC. i01. In recognition of the principles of government by consent ,:

'::i { of the governed and right of self-determination, the people of the islands ;

I['_ of Micronesla are authorized to form a government for the Islands of _-i

'i -'J Micronesia pursuant to a constitution of their own adoption as provided i!

:_ _I by this Act. :
t
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I :: SEC. 102. This Act shall be submitted by the High Commissioner ofi

ij the Trust Territory of the Pacific islands, within six months from the

date of its enactment, to the qualified voters of the Tr.st Territory of -)I

i the Pacific Islands for acceptance or rejection through Territory-wide

; referendum to be held in accordance with the laws of the Trust Territory.i:
! Upon approval of this Act by a majority of the qualified voters partlci-

' @
_ paring in such referendum the Congress of _iicronesia is authorized t_;

': .i_i call a constitutional convention to convene within six months from the _

:: date of the referendum to fonr_ulate and da_.-_ a constitution for the

islands of Micronesia _.d_ich constitution shall not be contrary to the ( IJ .j

_ provisions of this Act. The procedure for the drafting, and a_option of

the constitution of Micronesia shall be in accordance with the rules and ij

i regulations estabilshed by the Congress of Micronesla,. The delegation _

from each district to the Congress of Micronesia shall select from among

; " its members_ one. representative to the constitutional convention. Additional ,.i
; _ delegates _hal± be elected from _mong the qualified voters of each district

to be apportioned as the Congress of Mlcronesia shall direct, provided that _)g "
: I

! ._ each district shall receive at least one additional delegate " i_
i l
i i! SEC. 103. 'l_e constitutional convention shall prepare a proposed

] constitution for the islands of Micronesia which shall be submitted not

: ' ',j

; later than one 3,ear after the convening of the constitutional convention

"_ to the High Commissioner for transmission to the President of the United {j
J
'1

States. If the President of the IT_ _ed States finds that the proposed _-;

_ constitution provides a republican fo.'-mof government, includes a bill ofq

i _, rights, and is not contrary to the provisions of this Act and the

- _._I
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Constitution of the United States of America, he shall so certify to the

High Commissioner of the Trust Territory, who shall so advise the Congress

President finds that the proposed coastitution does not provide for a

'_ republican form of government, or for a bill of rights, or is contrary_ •

to the provisions of tbis ACt or the Constitution of the United States,

I.i he shall so advise the High Commissioner of the Trust Territery of the

Pacific Islands, stating wherein in his Judgment the constitution does

-!
"' not so provide or is contrar7 to the provisions of this Act. The High

-i Commissioner shall in turn submit such message to the constitutional
convention for further action. The revised document shall be returned

_, to the President of the United States and the same pre__edure repeated

_i_i until the constitution is certified by the President. The authority of

:i the constitutional convention under this Act shall, in any event, expire,

;i_,i after its initial convening.

..: SEC. 104. (a) Upon certification by the President of the United

'i_i_'_ States to the High Commissioner of the Trust Territory of the Pacific

Islands in accordance with section 103 of this Title, the High Commissioner
i

i _J proclamation for a referendum to be held not more than ninety days after

"_'' I_' the date of the proclamation to vote "yes" or "no" on the following
L..

. proposition:

i The peoples of the Trust Territory of the Pacific l_lands
_ !i hereby adopt the Constitution of Micronesia as certified

O i6S



by the President of the United States.

i )' (b) The High Commissioner of the Trust Territory of the

' Pacific Islands shall, within thirty days following the referendunn, |

"_ certify the results to the President of the United States. If the_ .

: President finds that a majority of the qualified votes cast at the refer-

• endum are in favor of adopting the proposition, he shall issue a

, proclamation so stating, and the Constit:_tion of Micronesla, and Title_

III and IV of this Act shall become effectlve upon the date specified i_

in the proclamation. In the event the foregoing proposition is not

, adopted at the referendum by a majority of the qualified votes eest, i]

I neither the Constitution of Micronesia nor the provisions of Titles III4

and IV of this Act shall become effective.

SEC. 105. Amen_ents to the Constitution of Micronesia which are c_

_A

not contrary to the provisions of this Act may be made from time to time

as provided in such Constitution, subject to approval by the President of ,_

':_ the United States and ratification by a majority of the qualified voters

{

" i] of Micronesia. ,.J

TITLE II (]

_tARACTER OF _{E CONSTI'I]JTION OF MICRONESIA _1

SEC. 201. The Constitution of Micronesla shall be republican In :_

A form, shall provide for three separate branches, legislative, executive,

i and judicial, and shall contain provisions either as a part thereof, or _j

: as an ordinance appended thereto to the effect that --

(a) The inhabitants of Micronesia are nationals of the _3

:!
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._ United states to the extent provided for in Title IIi, Chapter 2 of this

:i Act.
_i, i-_ (b) No legislation enacted by the Congress of Micronesia

• may be inconsistent with the Constitution of the United States, the laws

_;_ 2_ which shall be made, under the authority of the United States.
!5

:_ _ (c) No law shall be passed by the Congress of Micronesla

__ (... imposing any tax upon property of the Government of the United States or

i {'_ property of the Government of Micronesia. No import or export levies
" shall be imposed on goods imported into Micronesia from the United States

/}. or any of its territories or transported within Microneslan, or any

political subdivision thereof. No taxes or export levies shall be

_ .... Imposed upon the exportation of goods from Micronesla to the United

"'. State , its territories or possessions.

'ilj
-, (d) Every member of the Congress of Hicronesia shall be

_ _ popularly elected and they and all officers of the Government of Micro-
I

nesla shall take an oath or affirmation to support the Constitutions of

, i Micronesla and the United States and all laws applicable to Micronesia.

"i

"i I_.: authority and functions of the Executive Branch of the Goverr_ent of

_, Micronesla, provided for in Title III, shall be recognized,

!!
(f) The Judicial authority of the Government of

_j Micronesia shall be vested In one paramount court, and such Inferior

courts as may be provided for in the Constitution of Micronesia or by

[_-! act of the Congress of Micronesla. The selectlon and tenure of the

'_i Judges of the courts shall be provided forin the Constitution ofi
D-7
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: Micronesia or by act of the Congress of Micronesla.

_ (g) The paramount court of Micronesla shall have

]urisdiction to review on appeal all decisions of the inferior courts in _
(

-- accordance with rules prescribed by the Congress of Micronesla. It may 'J

from time to time prescribe rules for the conduct of its business and _._

:4 that of the inferior courts

,i (h) The decisions of the paramount Court of Micronesia
I

., shall be subject to review by the United States Court of Appeals for the <_

(
: Ninth Circuit as provided for in Title III, Chapter 5 of this Act. -J

(i) The Jurisdlction and powers of the District Court l

_: for Micronesia and of its Judges and officers provided for In Title III,

,j Chapter 5, shall be recognized, i

(J) No public indebtedness shall be authorized or
i

allowed in exces_ of I0 per centum of the aggregate tax valuation of the ,..i

real property in Micronesia. Bonds or other obligations of the Gove_l-

ment of Micronesia payable solely from revenues derived from any public

i improvement or undertaking shall not be considered public indebtedness _'_,

ji of Micronesia within the meaning of this section.

i :I
"! (k) The rights of the United States to acquire property ..j

as set forth lu Title III, Chapter 7 of this Act shall be recognized.

-I

'i (i) The territorial sea of the Islands of Micronesla _-J

shall be delimited in accordance with the laws and treaties of the :',

-:_ United States, and shall not exceed the limits maintained by the United

States in its international relations. All laws and treaties of the i

i United States of general alplication regarding navigable waters, the

O
i
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territorial sea, the high seas, including but not limited to the contiguous

zone and the continental shelf, and fisheries shall be applicable with

respect to Micronesia.

I._ (m) The rights, privileges, and immunities of citizens
J

_._ of the United States shall be respected in Micronesia as though Micro-

nesia were a State of the Union and subject to the provisions of clause I,

I_ section 2 of article IV of the
Constitution of the United States.

TITLE III

POLITICAL STATUS OF MICRONESIA

Chap£er i. Government of Micronesia.

Chapter 2. Citizenship.

: Chapter 3. Non-Votlng Delegate in Congress of the United States.
Chapter 4. Executive Power.

Chapter 5. Power of Federal Courts.

il Chapter 6. Fiscal Provisions.Chapter 7. Government Property.

Chapter i.

GOVERNMENT OF MICRONESIA

' SEC. 311. (a) The Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands, consisting

[_-, of the islands formerly administered by the United States of America
pursuant to a Trusteeship Agreement with the Security Council of the

-! United Nations, will hereafter be associated with the United States
as

self-governlng, commonwealth to be known as '_icronesia".

lli' (b) The Government of Micronesia shall have the powers

Ill set forth in this Act, shall have power to sue by such name, and with the
• consent of the Congress of Micronesia, may be sued upon any contract

D-9
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_° i- entered into with respect to, oor an): tort committed incident to; the :.......

exercise by the Government of Micronesia of any of its lawful powers.

.! (c) The relations of the Government of Micronesia with

the Gover_m_ent of the United Sta"+_...... shall be subject to the provisions t.
.!

! of Article 4, section 3, clause 2 of the Constitution of the United _]

States and shall be conducted through such agency of the United States

_, as the President may designate.

i, Chapter 2, _

:;i NATIONALITY AND CITIZENSHIP

/--_

SEC. 321. (a) The follo_ing persons, and their children born after il

July ].8, 1947, are hereby declared to be nationals but not citizens of
_3
_ t

the United States as of the effective date of this Title, if, on such <o9

date, they were resider_ts of an island of the Trust Te-rrito_w of _b.e r.)

c.J
Pacific Islands or other territory over _hl.ch the United Stat_s ezerelee::_

rights of sover,aignty: _'"_' i

(i) All inhabitants of or persons born in the

islands of the Trust Territory of the Pacific Isla ...._,who resided in the LJ

islands of the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands on July 18_ !947_ C_

including those temporarily absent from the island_ of the Trust Territory _-]

of the Pacific Islands on that date_ who were residents of the Trust _')
J

Territory of the Pacific Islands, who after that date continued to reside

on the islands of the Trust Territory of the Pacific I_lands or other i'_?_.

territory over which the United States exercises sovereignty, and who

have taken no affirmative step_ to preserve or acquire a forei_::,nationality; _

and

.., D-IO
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! (2) All persons who by birt_ or naturalization

:/i have become citizens of the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands

(:::! between July 18, 1947, and the effective date of this Title, who are

,:! subject to the Jurisdiction of the United States, and have taken no

; .i affirmative steps to preserve or acquire a foreign nationality.

:==: (b) Commencing with the effective date of this Title,

_ _i
the provisions of section 308 of the Immigration and Nationality .Act

i (66 Star. 238, 48 U.S.C. 1408) shall be applicable to persons who have

acquired the status of nationals but not citizens of the United States

C
, i_ under subsection 321(a); provided, however, that for the purposes of

sections 301 and 308 of the I_igration _d Nationality Act (66 Star.

:i _ 235, 283, 8 U.S.C. 1401, 1408) a person born in Micronesla after the

"!

(3 effective date of this Act shall be considered as bo_ in an outlying

(.:!
1 possession of the United States.

:I
:_ (c) _y person hereinbefore described who is a citizen

I or a national of a country other than the United States, and who desires

to retain his present political status, shall make a declaration und_:r

.i oath of such desire within two years after the effective date of this

Act, or within six months after attaining the age of 21 years, whichever

1 li comes, later, said declaration to be in the fo_ and executed in the

manner prescribed by regulations From and after the making of such a

•I declaration any such person shall be held not to be a natiouai of the

United States.

J SEC. 322. Section 325 of the Immigration and.Nationality Act (66!

4_ C_"_ Stat. 248, 8 U.S.C. 1436) is hereby amended by inserting, following, tho
J Li

'_ D-'II
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! (2) All persons who by birt_ or naturalization

have become citizens of the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands

r. between July 18, 1947, and the effective date of this Title, who are

"'i_ I#_"_ subject tO the jurisdiction of the United States, and have taken no.,i._ ':_. affirmative steps to preserve or acquire a foreign nationality.

_'iI (b) Commencing with the effective date of this Title,

i the provisions of section 308 of the Immigration and Nationality Act

:_I _,_ (66 Stat. 238, 48 U.S.C. 1408) shall be applicable to persons who have

,_ acquired the status of nationals but not citizens of the United States

_ _:_ under subsection 321(a); provided, however, that for the purposes of

! sections 301 and 308 of the Immigration and Nationality Act (66 Star.
(i

_:_ _i 235, 283, 8 U.S.C. 1401, 1408) a person born in Micronesla after the

effective date of this Act shall be considered as born in an outlying

!
" possession of the United States.
J

C-_ (c) Any person hereinbefore described who is a citizen

:

_'_ or a national of a country other than the United States, and who des].res
",d

(_ to retain his present political status, shall make a declaration under

i_:iI oath of such desire within two years after the effective date of this

:i Act, or within six months after attaining the age of 21 years, whichever
I

i

'I _ comes later, said declaration to be in the form and executed in the
, L.!
? manner prescribed by regulations. From and after the making of such a
i

" ' I_. declaration any such person shall be held not to be a national of the

;,, United States.

"i] SEC. 322. Section 325 of the Immigration and Nationality Act (66
:i?I

•._ Stat. 248, 8 U.S.C. 1436) is hereby amended by inserting, foilowtng tho

•:_ D-II
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J
i language "United States" at the end of the section, the language "or

! within any of the islands of the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands."

I

! SEC. 323. Section 310.(a) of the Immigration and Nationality Act

_I (66 Star. 239, as amended, 8 U.S.C. 1421 (a)) is hereby amended by

_ inserting, following the language "the District Court of the Virgin

Islands of the United States," the language "the District Court of

i Micronesia,".

I
i Chapter 3.
..I

NON-VOTING DELEGATE IN CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES

SEC. 331. (a) There shall be a non-votlng Delegate in the United _)

States House of Representatives for Micronesia. The non-voting Delegate _
U

shall be elected by the people qualified to vote for members of the

1 N
Congress of Micronesia at the next general election after the effective , ,0
date of this Act and thereafter at such general election every second

year thereafter. The term of office shall commence on the 3d day of .._

January following the date of election ....

i (b) (1) No person shall be eligible for election as u

_i a non-voting Delegate who (a) is not a national or citizen of the United ,,

States and a resident of Micronesia and (b) is not at least twenty-five

years of age. In case of a vacancy in the office of non-votlng Delegate

by death, resignation, or otherwise, the va_:ancy shall be filled in such

manner as may be prescribed by the Congress of Micronesia.

(2) The non-votlng Delegate shall have such _'_

0
privileges in the House of Representatives of the United States as may

!
i



'_ ']_ be afforded him under the Rules of that House. The non-voting Delegate

shall receive the same compensation, allowances, and benefits as a Member

' : of the House of Representatives of the United States

';:i THE EXECUTI\rE POWER

!_ SEC. 341. The powers and functions of the Executive Branch of the

_ __i Government of Micronesia shall be established and organized as provided
"_;:!._) 'in the Constitution of Micronesia.

:; (" SEC. 342. (a) lNle Executive Branch of the Government of Micronesia
(

shall have the following powers and duties in addition to those conferred

• I.., upon it by the Constitution and laws of Micronesia. It shall be
.-._

:"_ responsible for the faithful execution of the laws of Micronesia and the
' (

-. laws of the United States applicable to Micronesia. It may with the
.:

J

•_ approval of the President of the United States restore in Micronesia

such civil rights as may have been lost as the result of convictions in

:i I_ Federal or State courts of the [Inited States, Whenever it becomes

_ necessary, in case of disaster, invasion, insurrection, or rebellion, or

:: i imminent danger thereof, or to prevent or suppress lawless violence, it

• i_ _ may request assistance of the military or naval commanders of the Armed

_ (-' Forces of the United States, which assistance may be given at the

i_; discretion of such commanders if not disruptive of, or inconsistent with,

_'i their Federal responsibilities.

" Ii_ (b) If any bill presented to the Executive Branch of the

/ (-_ Government of Micronesia contains several items of appropriation of money,

• , D-13
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• 0
I It may object to one or more of such items, or any part or parts, portion
!

""_i''_ or portions thereof, while approving the other items, parts or portions

of the
bill. In such a case it shall append to the bill, at the time of I'!t¢

signing it, a statement of the It,s, or parts, or portions thereof, to

,_ which he objects, and the items, or parts, or portions thereof, so ,_

•_ objected to shall not take effect. This provision shall be in effect so

0.I

i long as funds have to be appropriated by the Congress of the United

,:_ SEC. 343. The President of the United States is authorized to

appoint a Comptroller for Micronesia. He shall have the same duties and i'"l
t./

authorities in Micronesia as those prescribed by Public Law 90-496, 48 ,

] U.S.C. 1599 (Supp. IV, 1965-1968)p for the government comptroller for _.!
4 the Virgin Island_. _'"i
I tJ

Chapter 5.

POWER OF FEDERAL COURTS _3

SEC. 351. (a) There is created a court of record to be designated
U

the "District Court of _[Icronesia". Said district court shall have the

powers of a United States District Court_ and_ except as othe.v_.iseherein _

provided, shall have original Jurisdiction of all cases or controversies

arising under the Constitution, treaties, and laws of the United States, J

regardless of the sum or value in controversy, and where any of the _)
--|

parties on either side of the controversy are citizens or subjects of a

foreign State or States, or citizens of a State, territory, or District

j of the United States not domiciled in Micronesia, wherein the matter in

Z
I
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:_ dispute exceeds, exclusive of interest or cost, the sum or value of

i S3,000.

(b) The rules heretofore hereafter and
or promulgated

"_)" made effective by the Supreme Court of the United States pursuant to

_i section 2072 of Title 28, United States Code D in civil cases including

admiralty and maritime cases; section 2075 of Title 28, United States

(_ Code, in bankruptcy cases; and sections 3771 and 3772 of Title 18, United

iJ
_ " States Code, in criminal cases; shall apply to the District Court of
i

:_ Micronesla and to appeals therefrom; except that no provisions of any

j

such rules or other statute which authorize or require trial by Jury or

I the prosecution of offenses by indictment by a grand Jury Instead of by

.(__ information shall be applicable to the Di_trlct Court of Micronesia unless

and until made so applicable by laws enacted by the Congress of Micronesla.

=i _ The District Court of Micronesia may prescribe and publish rules of

practice and procedure not inconsistent with the aforementioned Federal

rules.

(c) Section 1294(4) of Title 28, United States Code, isC

_i amended by inserting after the words "the District Court of Guam" the

[_ words "the District Court of Mlcronesia". l

SEC. 352. (a) Any party may appeal to the Supreme Court of the

_! . United States from an interlocutory or final judgment, or order of the

_I District Court of Micronesia, holding an Act of the United States

Congress unconstitutional in any civil action, sult, or proceeding to

_ which the United States or any of its agencies or any officer or employee

i _ thereof, as such officer or employee, is a party. A party who has

_ D--15
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received notice of appeal under this section shall take any subsequent

appeal or cross appeal to the Supreme Court. All appeals or cross

appeals taken to other courts prior to such notice shall be treated as

taken directly to the Supreme Court. _i

(b) Section 1252 of Title 28, United States Code, is q
_3

amended by inserting after the words "the District Court of Guam" the

words "the District Court of Micronesia". i_i

SEC. 353. (a) The President of the United States shall, by and _I

with the advice and consent of the Senate of the United States, appoint _J

a Judge for the District Court of Micronesia who shall hold office for _
I

, 1

the term of eight years and until his successor is chosen and qualified

unless sooner removed by the President for cause. The Judge shall _j

receive a salary payable by the United States which shall be at the

rate prescribed for Judges of the United States District Courts. The _)

i
Chief Judge for tlle Court of Appeals of the Ninth Circuit of the United :)

I

States may assign a Justice of the paramount Court of Micronesia, or a

circuit or district Judge of the Ninth Circuit, or the Chief Justice of

i the United States Supreme Court may assign any other United States

! circuit or district Judge with the consent of the Judge so assigned and

I

of the chief Judge of his circuit, to serve temporarily as a Judge in , _

i the District Court of Micronesia whenever it is made to appear that such LJ

an assignment is necessary for the proper dispatch of the business of the [_
il

court.

(b) The President of the United States shall appoint,

i by and with the advice and consent of the Sehate of the United States, a

i! D-16
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4 United States attorney and United States Marshal for Micronesia to whose

:_ offices the provisions of chapters 35 and 37 of Title 28, United States

{"I Code respectively, shall apply.

_ .. (c) The provisions of chapters 21, 41, 43, 49, and 57

:j

:2 _j Micronesia.
_._

::*_._ii SEe. 354. (a) All final Judgments or decrees of the paramount

[I Court of Micronesla may be reviewed by the United States Court of Appeals

_ for the Ninth Circuit by writ of certiorari in accordance with such rules

-i .i as that Court may prescribe.

granted by the United States Court of Appeais for the Ninth Circuit, the

I.... following, among other reasons, shall be considered: whether the case

presents a federal question of substance, and, whether the paramount

Court of Micronesia has decided a question arising under the local law

of Micronesia in a manner which is inescapably wrong or patently
_J

erroneous.

ii _ SEC. 355. The laws of the United States relating to removal of

'<il_ causes, appeals and other matters and proceedings betweenas the courts

!_:_U of the United States and the courts of the several States shall govern in

,_ such matters and proceedings between the courts of the United States and

•_ _ the courts of gicronesia.q

,._

.i
•'rt
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Chapt_r 6.

: FISCAL PROVISIONS I.'I'" .....

SEC. 361. The levy of duties en goods imported into Micronesia is
..J

hereby reserved to the Government of Micronesia.

SEC. 362. All bonds issued by the Governmer of Micronesia or by LJ

its authority shall be exempt as to principal and interest, from C

taxation by the Government of the United States or by the Government of

,. any State, Territory, or possession, or any political subdivision

thereof, or by the District of Columbia.

_I SEC. 363. Effective on the first day of July following the effective _i

I date of this Title, all customs duties and Federal income taxes of the C-'_
i

United States derived from Hicronesla, the proceeds of all taxes collected t_

under the internal revenue laws of the United States on articles produced r')

..J

in l[icronesia and transported to the United States, its territories, or

T'"1

possessions, or consumed in Micronesia, and the proceeds of any other i

taxes which may be levied by the Congress of Micronesia on the inhabitants
,'}

of Micronesia and all quarantine, passport, i_migration, and naturaliza- _'

tion fees collected in Micronesia shall be covered into the treasury of UI
?.

Micronesia and held in account for the Government of Micronesia, and _" _°

shall be expended for the benefit of the Government of Micronesia, as the "_i

Congress of Micronesia may by law prescribe.

SEC. 364. Effective on the first day of January following the _I

effective date of this Title, the income tax laws in force in the United _-
J

States of America and those which may hereafter be enacted shall be held _J

to be likewise in force in Micronesia, except that the proceeds of such _

kJ
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- taxes shall be paid into the tre_ury of Micronesia.

?
! SEC. 365. (a) As soon as possible following the termination of

{ each fiscal year, the Executive Authority of Micronesia shall certify

to the Secretary of the Treasury the net amount of revenue, excl_ive of

.; _ United States Federal matching and grant funds, received by the Govern-

"i ment of Micronesia during th_ preceding fiscal year. There shall thereafter

i _ each year be transferred and paid over to the Government of Micronesia,

;_ _ from funds in the United States Treasury not otherwise approprlated_ a s_
equal to the net amount of revenue received by the Government of Micro-

I nesla, as certified by the Executive Authority...d

(b) Until such time as funds available to the Government

of Micronesia pursuant to this section and sections 363 and 364 are

sufficient to meet the o.bligat._ons of the Governmerit of Micronesia, there

Is authorized to be appropriated by the Congress of the United States

such additional sums as may be needed to pay such obligations.

SEC. 366. (a) The following sections of the Tariff Act of 1930,

as amended, are hereby amended by inserting "Micronesia", immediately

after "Johnston Island", each place it appears therein:

(i) Section 401(k) (19 O.S.C., sec. 1401(k)).

_, _ (2) Section 557(a) (19 U.S.C., see. 1557(a)).
(3) Section 562 (19 U.S.C., sec. 1562).

-i _ (b) Section 401(a) of the Anti-Smuggllng Act, as amended

(19 U.S.C. sec. 1709(a)), is hereby amended by inserting "Micronesia",

i _ immediately after "Johnston Island".

!
" _

J
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i! (c) Sections 542, 544, and 545 of Title 18 of the United

States Code are hereby amended by inserting '_[cronesla", immediately

after "Johnston Island", each place it appears therein.

(d) For the purposes of the Tariff Schedules Of the

United States, Micronesia shall be entitled to the same privileges as U
the insular po;_esslons of the United States M_ich are outside the custom

i territories of the United States.

i (e) T%is section shall apply with respect to articles _I
_J

entered or withdrawn from warehouse, for consumption after the effective

date of this Title. _

! SEC° 367. The Executive Authority of the Government of Micronesla

i

annual report of the transactions of the Government of Micronesia for

.i transmission to the Congress of the United States and such other reports

at such other t.lmes as may be required by the Congress or under applicable i;]
Federal lawo

::I Chapter 7. L)

GOVERNMENT PROPERTY

SEC. 381. (a) The title to all property, real and personal, owned

by the Government of the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands, and all ' _'-.i _J

interests in such property including rights of use and including all right,

:] title, or interest of the Govermnent of the Trust Territory of the Pacific 'LJ

Islands in tidelands, submerged lands, or filled lands in or adjacent to c'_

i 0
the islands of Micronesla, held by the Government of the Trust Territory

li .0
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; : : d b,,

•' of tne-"Pacific Islands, are hereby transferred to the Government of

Micronesia. The term "tidelands, submerged lands, or filled lands" shall

have the meaning ascribed to it in Section l(a) of Public Law 88-183

''_I,'__ (77 Star. 338). This subsection shall not apply to any interest in

lands, which interest by local or customary laws or rights is held in
private or communal c_.mership.

[''! (b) During the three-year period referred tO in

_ subsection (c),nothing herein shall impair the existing agre_ments

between the Trust Territory Government and the United States Government

: ,._ or any agency or instrumentality thereof insofar as they relate to land

i I.i: use and retention, and the Government of Mfcronesfa takes all such land

[ii as set forth in subsection (a)above subject to such agreements; provided,

however, that such retention and use will at all times be consistent with

.. the public purposes of the United States.

(c) (I) Withi)'_three years from the effective date of

this Title, the retention and use rights of the United States Government

covered by subsection (b) shall terminate, unless, within that time the

United States proceeds to acquire, in accordance with subsection (d) or

[il (f) hereof, whatever rights in such lands may be' considered necessa, for

.i the public purposes of the United States.

" (2) In any such acquisition, the amount to be

:! paid for the property, or interest therein, shall be the current fair

! market value of the interest acquired, exclusive of any Improvements.|

i

j _ made by the United States or assigns, and less any amount or amounts

1 previously paid, gratuitously or otherwise, therefor.

!0 o
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........................... (d), The United States.Government Its" departments and

}. • . agencies, are hereby authorized to, and may acquire for publle purposes

' in Micronesia property c>r any interest in property, including any

.. acco_,._,._._,,: _--'_-th_h"-,_sub_.ectlen and subsection (f)I temporary .s'e, in "" ....... _ ..... " !
t. S

:_ Such property, including that o_ed or controlled by private parties or

'_ the Coverr_aent of Micronesia, may be acquired under this subsection by

__!!!

!_:_i purchase, lease, exchange, gift, or otherwise under such terms andi !ii- conditions as may be negotiated by tile parties, subject to the limitations

_ in subsection (g). _]

.) (e) In no event may the estate in .property sought to be

acquired by the United States be of a greater quanttrm thmna fee on a {.J

conditional limitation, The limiting event which will terminate such a _-_)

! fee shall be the absence for a period of five years of ,theuse of the

i land for public purposes of tht United States _overnment. Upon terrains-

• tion, fee o_,mershi_:,in the land shall revert automatically to the

.?

'_ person, person__ or entity from whom it was acquired, or their heirs, or _,_

i successors.

:_ (f) In the event the U_Ited States is unable to acquire LJ

, property or an interest in property by negotiation in accordance with

._ subsection (d), then it may acquire property, or an interest therein in

.i
! accordance with the following procedure:

i (1) At least one mor_th prior to any regular session

; of the Congress of Micronesia, the United States may present to the ,_

i Executive of Micronesia a statement describing the property in which it _I

! wishes to acquire an interest including therein the nature of the interest
.l
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If sought to be acquired, the public purposes for such interest, and a
detailed appraisal report of the fair market value of the interest

/

'_ prepared by qualified independent appraisers. Tile Executive shall there-

upon prepare and immediately submit to the Congress of Micronesia, for

( consideration in its regular session, a bill incorporating the stat_ent

and requiring the conveyance of the property or interest or both therein

•.. to the United States.

i [! (2) Upon the request of the United State_" the
E 2

Executive shall imJnediately call and submit to a special session or submit

f
to a regular or special session already convened of the Congress of Micro-I

nesle any bill otherwise cow:red by subsection (i) hereof.
(-,,

_i (3) In the event the Congress of Micronesia agrees

(: with the need for the acquisition by the United States of the property
I

or any interest in property sought to be acquired, and further agrees

'" with the appraisal for the value of the property or interest, it shall
L

pass the bill, or that part of the bill relating to that particular piece

i._ of land, and the bill, or the part thereof passed, shall become law.

: (4) In the event that the Congress of Micronesia

L,_S
agrees with the need for the acquisition by the United States of the

( : property or interest sought to be acquired, but disagrees with the

_..g]

appraised value thereof, the United States shall be entitled to i_ediate

i possession of said propert} _ or right to exercise its interest; but both

parties shall proceed forthwith to attempt to agree upon the question of

-_ i-.: value. If agreement is reached, the bill shall be amended to reflect the.!

' I-i agreed upon value, and when passed shall become law. If no agreement can]
._ .,_ D--23
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be r_aCliid; the que:_tion of Value shall be promptly submitted to the .3
parmnount court of Mieronesla which will proceed to detezTaine Whether the

price -, - ' --_,.proi.os_:o by the a[,r_ralr;a!.,'o,,_ocents...,...... the fair ,n'_r_e_'.,....._ value. To

assist it', making thi.q determinat.J.on_ such court may, in accordance with

such procedt-,resa._ it may by rules adopt, convene a special jury of LJ

Micronesia citizens from the geographical area in which the proi:r--rty is
f7

located to render _n advisory verdict on the question of fair market _-)

value. The decision of the court shall be final, subject, however, to i']

further proce_-dings and review as provided in subsection (5) and (6).

(5) In the event an interest in p_:Ivate or _..j

¢omz.._una1].y -_,-o_.,,eo[:.roperty io acquired pursuant to subsection (f)(1)_
.'-'i

(2), (3) and (4) and the owner or m.:ners disagree with the fair market [.I

value "_;u wizh a further revi.,-_,:,the IInited States shall proceed c_
!

i_nediately in .accordance with established Federal law and procedures to

have tb.e fair _'_ark(_-tvalue deto:rmined with the right of appeal under ""}

said Feder_:! I_: and procedures to the United Stat(_.sCourt of Appeala for -i
• %

the Ninth "" ....

(6) In the event that the Executive does not
"_= _--_--_'-- !'7

intro_,._ _ _4_ ...requirsd 1,,, ._,_ .... _--_c _, or the _t___ .................. J .................. o......."". of "J

MJ.c.ronesla fail._ to act promptly on a bill in the session at which it hc_s :-]

been introduced, or it does not pass the bill, or it disagrees with the

need for the aC_gu_Isition by theU}?Ited State s of property or intere_,t in

_p_r_operty sOugl_t to he acquired,_, or in the event that the United State5

wishes to appeal from a final decision of the paramour:t court of Micro- 3

. nesia rendered in accordance with subsection (4), then the United Sta_c._

; D-24 (-\
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shall have the right to proceed in accordance with established Federal law _-."_$_..i:

and procedureu with respect to the acquisition of property or interest in' _:2 .:J

property with the right of appeal under _'aid Federal law and procedures .-_---_:_...-,"

to the Unitcd State9 Cou_t of Appea.]_ for the Ninth Circuit. ,._-:'" :;_",

(7) Final decisions of the United States Court of ;:Z -:.. --

Appeals for the Ninth Circuit rendered in accor_ :_ce with subsections ;_._-.--........ _:--
_'. f%5 -. - ,!<,_/--¢c.. •.

(5) and (6) may be reviewed by the United States Supre;ae Court on petition :.:ii_:.::.),.

for a writ of certiorari in accordance with 28 U.S.C. 2101. ,.._/ '-::,'.:-
• .:_'- _'.

• -.._.

(g) After the effective date of this Title no privately _ _:.'--.:.!i,,.:.

cotmunally o_¢ned real property, use rights, or _ o.-_..:,_,_.----interests in _ueh ' '_ ....

pr__oper__tyin !licronesia may be _ransfcrred, sold, -_: __:'_-_:::_/:)/
............ mmenated or leese d for

a term in exee.,::sof ten years to non-residents, " _i:_i:_:!i;¼_eiicorporations owned or _i_ '.,i!

controlled by non-residents of t_cronesia, or the United States Govern- _ :._...:.-_

ment under the provisions of subsection (d), except _by de_sqent or devise, " _::)
Unless _ _r_n_fer, sale, _ [ .::,....k_ _- such _ - _,, " ...... .:,-..
,_ _--....ation, gift, or lease is first approved i....._ii_:-:.......... l• v2.', " ':

in wc'itlng by the majority vote of a com-_!_!_sionto.be especially -i

established from residents in the geographic area where the real property _.v_:_::_j_:.._.

is located for that purpose in accordance with the laws of Micronesfa" ._:!,

TITLE IV "_"?:':
:< 7,.::• '.:

PROVISIONS OF A TRANSITIONAL NATUTF. ..-...:_:-F"

SEe. 401. After the effective date of this Title, no employees of " -?.:!:_$:_.:.

the Government of Micronesia shall be appointed as Federal _nployees as . _"

long as •they are employed by the Gove_-nmaent of Fiicronesia; except that -..::_

Federal employees in the Covervmaent of Micronesia on the effective date -_::_._ "
._._

:'.
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of,.this T_tle shall not be terminated as Federal employees until the
!

expiration of their current transportation agreements. _J

SEC. 402. (a) The _igh Court of the Trust Territory of the r_

j
Pacific Islands is abolished as of the effective date of thls Title and

all causes decided by or pending before said Court on the effective date 1

of this Title are trm_sferred to the District Court of _crone_ia or to

the courts of Micronesia as may be appropriate for disposition. _.I

(h) The District and Cocmaunlty Courts for each of the

Districts of the Tr_st Territory of the Pacific Islands are abolished on )

the effective date of this Title and all causes decided by or pending "_

before the respective Courts of said Districts on the effective d_:e of

ilthis Title are transferred to the courts of _cronesla as may be appropriate

for dispositions. C'_

SEC. 403. All appropriations made to or by the Government of the _

Trus_ Territory of the Pacific Islands prior to the effective date of __!

this Title shall be available to the Govern_ent of Mieronesia.

SEC. 404. The President of the United States shall appoint a I

commission of seven persons_ at least three of whom shall be residents

of Micronesia, to survey _ne xlexQ of r_oerax statutes and to ma_e <.....

recommendations to the Congress of _he United States within twelve mont!_ ,-_,

after the effective date of this Title as to which statutes of the United _J

: States not applicable to Micronesia on such date, shall be made applicable _i
0

tO Micronesia on such date and which statutes shall be made inapplicable.

SEC. 405. There are hereby authorized to be appropriated such sums

as may be necessary to carry out the provisions of this Act.
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